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Auction Starts at 5.00pm

   

Message from Robert Murray Stamp Shop 

Our last live online auction worked very successfully, and we again learned much from the 

process. This auction is of a more regular size, and includes a wide variety of interesting 

material. 

We are still producing a printed paper catalogue in the traditional style, even though it is an 

online auction. Regular customers will notice a change in the style; whereas previously we 

produced a printed list and converted that to an online version, this has been reversed – the 

catalogue is now written online, and has been converted from that to this booklet. It is my 

hope that as many people as possible will start to see the internet listings as the prime 

source, and that reliance on paper copies will reduce. Let us know please if you’d be happy 

to stop being sent printed catalogues. 

The following notes are quite lengthy, but I'd encourage you to read them carefully. 

Bob Murray 

 

VIEWING; There is no viewing available at our premises due to current Scottish 

Government regulations. The full catalogue with illustrations is online on EasyLive 

Auctions (www.easyliveauction.com/auctioneers/robertmurraystampshop). Please look at 

these images first. 

 

ONLINE VIEWING; Every lot is illustrated in our listings online on EasyLive. Some lots 

have multiple pictures, and we intend to also have a few short videos on our Facebook page. 

Note that clicking on the initial image will in most cases give you a magnified view. 

We will be adding to the bank of images between now and auction day. We'll consider any 

requests - if online you can use the "Lot Enquiry" button. 

Some lots are on stockcards, and these sometimes show a very fine horizontal line when 

scanned. 

Some lots are on stockleaves which may have interleaving partly obscuring the image. 

Please read the descriptions, as some lots only have sample pictures. 

 

ESTIMATES; In the catalogue our estimate now gives a range of prices. As a guide, the 

lower estimate is often about two-thirds of what we would previously have used as a single 

estimate. This lower estimate is also the starting price for each lot, below which it will not 

be sold. All estimates, bids, and invoices, are in pounds Sterling (£, GBP). 

 

BIDDING; There is a choice of three different methods. 

{1} Online in advance. When looking at our catalogue on the EasyLive platform you can 

leave an "Autobid", which is your maximum bid. As with a traditional "postal bid" the lot 

will be bought for you as cheaply as other bids allow. If there are two equal Autobids, the 

first one received will win the lot. There is an option with Autobids to choose "Plus One" 

("+1") which means that if your bid is tied, the system will increase your top bid by one 

increment. 

{2} Online live. While the auction is in progress (starting at 5:00pm) you can click the "Bid 

Now" button to bid - the current selling price and the next increment will be shown. The 

screen will show you if you are the current top bidder. You must be registered in advance 

with EasyLive Auction. 



Note that two or more people might click their "Bid Now" buttons within a fraction of a 

second of each other. It is the first to be recognised by the auction platform that will count. 

Please bid early, bid decisively, and remember that a slight delay can cost you the lot. The 

lot is sold when I, the auctioneer, say it is sold. Any bid received by the system even a 

fraction of a second after that will be cancelled. 

{3} Absentee bidding - that is lodging bids in advance directly with us. This can be done by 

post, by email, by phone, or by written bid left with us. We then handle the bids on your 

behalf during the auction. 

 

ONLINE FEES; When you register for each auction, you have the option of two fees. You 

have to choose in advance ! 

{a} Single £3 up-front fee, or 

{b} 3% + v.a.t. added to your purchases with your invoice. 

 

BID STEPS; Bidding increments are fixed online, and are the same as those listed in this 

catalogue. The exceptions are some categories (generally the UK postage lots, and gold 

coins) where the auctioneer can override the pre-set bid steps during the live auction. 

 

INVOICING; Online bidders; Fairly soon after the sale has concluded, you should get an 

email telling you of your purchases. Action at this point is that you should click on the 

appropriate icon - either asking for a "shipping quote" or informing us that you wish to 

collect. Do not pay at this point. 

Absentee bidders; we will get in touch individually, but please be patient, as this may take 

several days. 

 

SALE RESULTS; Prices realised appear against each lot listing as soon as the lot is sold, 

and stay on the system thereafter. 

 

METHODS OF PAYMENT (in order of preference);  

{1} Bank transfer (in Sterling from a UK bank). Details will be shown on your invoice. 

{2} Debit or credit card, with the best way of doing this being by phone. 

{3} Cheque (in Sterling drawn on UK bank) 

{4} Cash, for customers collecting their purchases (see “Deliveries”). 

 

DELIVERIES; We will steadily work through all the deliveries, but please be aware that, 

with a sale of this size (number of lots and physical bulk) this could easily take us a full two 

weeks. 

At the time of writing, it is not permissible for customers to come to our shop to collect 

their lots. If it looks like regulations might change to allow this, you can pay for your 

purchases and ask us to store them for you (please contact us to enquire further). 

 

TELEPHONES; Our phones are not staffed full-time. If you don’t get an answer, our 

answering machine will tell you the hours at which the phones will be answered. 
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1  Collections and Mixed Lots; fruit box with a mainly older mix (much is pre-1950s) 

inc. shoebox of stamps in packets and old approval books, bundle of remainder club 

books, others on pages etc. (1,000s) 

130 to 240 

2  Collections and Mixed Lots; world collection in three springback albums with strength 

in c.1890s-1950s. Includes strong section of Mozambique, many medium values 

across numerous countries (e.g. France 1964 Philatec u.m. fourblock and three maxi-

cards), and some forgeries of China, Japan, and Korea. Nearly all non-

Commonwealth. (Many 100s) Also a few single items inc. Italy, Switzerland, Cabo 

Verde, Portugal, etc. 

130 to 200 

3  Collections and Mixed Lots; a large box (some damp damage) of on/off-paper stamps, 

three albums/stockbooks, etc., and other mixed stamps/covers. Also includes three 

Post Office receipt books (overseas parcel post, mainly unused, those used are 

Biggar), a Biggar P.O. c.d.s. handstamp and a similar handstamp without head (both in 

boxes, inc. some date slugs), parcel canceller, rubber packet c.d.s., and three 

registration label dispensers. 

120 to 200 

4  Mixed Lots; Europe; box filled with items distributed to delegates at UPU Congress 

(Beijing 1999). Biggest value is in year packs and year books - Belgium 1998, 

Denmark 1996, Finland 1997, Germany 1994 (2), 1995, 1996, 1998, Greece 1999, 

Ireland 1994/95, 1997, Norway 1995, 1996, 1997, Portugal 1994, Romania 1995, 

Switzerland 1994. Also presentation stockbooks of Belgium, France, Romania, 

Russia, and Spain. Finally c.55 other items, ranging from greetings cards to 

presentation packs and folders. 

100 to 220 

5  Mixed Lots; box filled with items distributed to delegates at UPU Congress (Beijing 

1999), all non-European. Biggest value is in year packs and year books - Argentina 

1994, 1996, Australia 1994; Brasil 1994, 1995, Canada 1994, 1996, Chile 1994, Japan 

1993, 1996 (2 diff.), 1999, Singapore 1995, Thailand 1994 (2), 1995, 1996, 1997, 

USA 1995. Also c.50 other items, ranging from greetings cards to presentation packs 

and folders. 

100 to 200 

6  Collections and Mixed Lots; two boxes with two albums of Commonwealth (fair mix 

best in Africa, 1,000s), two albums of foreign (1,000s), other stockbooks etc, some 

covers, loose in shoeboxes, etc. 

80 to 140 

7  Collections and Mixed Lots; very mixed lot with three New Age albums of 

Commonwealth (fairly sparse but inc. some better), Canada and NZ One-Country-

Albums with collections, albums of 1937 Coronation and 1953 Coronation, a few 

FDCs, modern packs and folders, Australia yearbooks for 1998, 1999, 2006, NZ 

yearbook 2006 etc. Also two shoeboxes and other boxes of loose stamps, commercial 

covers, etc. (1,000s) 

100 to 160 

8  Collections and Mixed Lots; mixed carton, old and new, comprising world in two 

albums (inc. a few covers/cards), four other albums/jotters, a bundle of UK FDCs 

(c.70, c.2006-15), small boxes of loose stamps, etc. (1,000s) 

80 to 130 

9  Collections and Mixed Lots; old metal trunk with mainly older stamps in envelopes 

and on some old pages, etc. Some bulk is in bundles of meter marks, but the main 

value probably lies in a bundle of world covers (much 1890s-1930s, inc. 1930s air 

covers). (1,000s) 

80 to 120 

10 Collections and Mixed Lots; two stockbooks (one broken) of new issues etc., mainly 

of Ireland 1995-2000 and 2002-06 u.m., plus Jersey, Guernsey and I.o.M. c. late-

1990s u.m./c.t.o., and some mixed other countries. (100s) 

60 to 100 

11 Collections and Mixed Lots; box filled with remainder club/approval books of 

generally cheaper world stamps (probably made up mid-1970s, some unpriced). We 

notice China (PRC) 1966 Lu Hsun 8f (no.3) f.u. on piece, 1967 Thoughts (1st issue) 8f 

(gold frame) u. (corner crease), and 1968 Thoughts (2nd issue) 8f f.u. (these priced to 

sell at 1½p, ½p, and 1½p respectively - and didn't sell !). (1,000s) 

50 to 100 

12 Collections and Mixed Lots; bundle of items in wholesale quantities of between 5 and 

100 of each, inc. Brasil, Canada, Denmark, UK, and others, with a total catalogue of 

50 to 90 
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£1,300+ Useful for resale, e.g. club packet makers, online sellers, car boot sales, etc. 

13 Collections and Mixed Lots; Commonwealth colln. in two volumes, UK in third, 

Europe colln. on large bundle of loose pages (countries A-R), other UK, plus world in 

other folders/albums, and loose. (1,000s) 

40 to 80 

14 Collections and Mixed Lots; general world collection in album, stopping at the 1920s 

(100s), plus UK 1977 Jubilee set (5) in u.m. sheets of 100 (face value £51.50), and a 

few coins. 

40 to 70 

15 Collections and Mixed Lots; plastic storage tub with general mix of mainly cheap in 

various albums and loose. Includes one stockbook with some u.m. early-1980s 

S.America, another with dupl. UK inc. 1940 Centenary 3d (c.200, mixed u.) and 

numerous u. KG5/KG6 inverted watermarks. (1,000s) 

40 to 60 

16 Collections and Mixed Lots; a rather disparate mix in carton with an album of foreign 

stamps, a few covers, small album of UK pres. packs 1967-73, folder of dupl. u. 

Australia, folder of mainly UK mint blocks/sheets, other mixed pages, etc. (1,000s) 

40 to 60 

17 Collections and Mixed Lots; Strand album with general world collection to c.1960s, 

the UK partly picked (and a few others) (c.3,000). Also an older Improved album with 

much sparse contents. 

30 to 40 

18 Collections and Mixed Lots; Europe; seven stockbooks of m. & u. duplicated, with a 

wide range of countries (also inc. some UN New York). Much quite common. 

(1,000s) 

40 to 80 

19 Commonwealth; valuable range of King George VI on stockleaves, with singles and a 

few blocks, sets/part sets, etc. (Two noticed l.m.m. - one also toned). S.t.c.£4,000+ 

(c.209, plus 19 blocks) 

600 to 800 

20 Commonwealth; Imperial album with spaces up to c.1922 but some later added. Good 

spread of material with just a little picking (although UK and Ireland almost 

completely stripped) mixed mint and used, and generally in good/fine condition. Some 

highlights include India 1854 ½a u (3), 4a (poor), 1895 rupee values (3) m.m., some 

better Gold Coast, South Africa 1927-30 2/6 vert. pair m.m., Falkland Is. 1912-20 5/- 

m.m., 1921-28 3/- m.m., 1933 Centenary short set to 1/- m.m., Australia 1913-14 2/- 

and 5/- c.t.o., 1915-27 ‘Roos SPECIMEN set (3), 1923-24 £1 SPECIMEN, New South 

Wales 1850-51 3d View g.u., Tasmania 1899-1900 2½d to 6d m.m., etc., but of course 

much value in numbers of medium values. (Many 100s) 

400 to 700 

21 Commonwealth; an album with m.m. sets from Gibraltar, St.Helena, South Georgia, 

and Tristan da Cunha, from late 1960s to c.2005. (Many 100s) 

70 to 120 

22 Commonwealth; modern mint (apparently all u.m.) selection of Aitutaki, Alderney, 

Anguilla, Antigua, and Ascension, mainly as sets, some duplication. S.t.c.£600. (100s) 

40 to 80 

23 Commonwealth; stockbook with mint sets, singles, and some min. sheets, mainly of 

QE period. (100s) 

28 to 50 

24 Commonwealth; Omnibus; 1937 Coronation seln. of 58 sets on registered covers, 

mostly first day, addressed to Selfridge’s, and some odds. (64 covers) 

40 to 60 

25 Commonwealth; Omnibus; twenty-one albums of mainly Westminster Collection 

royal events - u.m. stamps, m.s., and FDCs etc. Includes 1996 Queen's 70th, 1993 

Coron. 40th, 2003 Coron. 50th, 2007 Diamond Wedding, and Queen Mother 1990, 

1995, 2002, 2007. Also "History of Monarchy", Prince William, etc. (Many 100s of 

items) 

100 to 200 

26 Commonwealth; Omnibus; an album with 1977 Silver Jubilee stamps etc, and a three-

volume collection of 1981 Royal Wedding. 

15 to 30 

27 Commonwealth; Omnibus; carton with five binders of stamps, covers, etc., for royal 

events in 1977, 1981, 1985, and 1995 etc. (100s) 

15 to 30 

28 Commonwealth; Omnibus; 1981 Royal Wedding collection – one album appears u.m. 

in mounts, and two albums and some loose pages are of loose u.m. matched with 

pages. (100s) 

20 to 30 

29 Mixed Lots; Middle East; bundle of items as distributed to delegates at 1999 UPU 

Congress in Beijing inc. Bahrain pres. book, UAE u.m. in stockbook, Israel 1998 year 

book, Kuwait pres. stockbook, Egypt (4), Syria seln., etc. (11 items) 

26 to 50 
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30 Collections; Thematics; Art; seven large Lighthouse albums with a collection of Art, 

arranged by artist, written-up in German with m. & u. stamps, miniature sheets, some 

covers, etc. (1,000s) 

70 to 120 

31 Thematics; Birds; Westminster "Birds of the World" collection in four volumes, with 

207 pages, each page usually with an u.m. set or m.s. (some sets split over two or 

more pages). Also a 5th volume with covers/cards (79 items). 

100 to 200 

32 Collections and Mixed Lots; Thematics; Buildings; three volumes on stockleaves, 

arranged by continent. (100s) 

15 to 24 

33 Thematics; Ships; Westminster "Maritime Heritage" collection in six volumes, with 

c.250 pages, each page usually with an u.m. set or m.s. (some sets split over two or 

more pages). Also includes a scattering of covers/cards. 

100 to 200 

34 Thematics; Art; "The Norman Rockwell Miniature Sheet Mint Stamp Collection" with 

16 sheets of stamps of Zaire, Rwanda, and Lesotho. Also folder and calendar. 

10 to 20 

35 Thematics; Railway; Westminster "Railway Heritage" collection in four volumes, with 

270+ pages, each page usually with an u.m. set or m.s. (some sets split over two or 

more pages). Also a 5th volume with covers/cards (66 items). 

100 to 180 

36 Covers; Autographed; 1997-2010 collection in eight albums, all Westminster 

Collection, mainly entertainers, television personalities, authors, etc. (c.170) 

160 to 260 

37 Covers; Concorde; extensive collection in ten folders and others loose. Comprises 

mainly UK souvenir covers, majority by Benham plus some Westminster. Some 

covers are signed, and 5 PNCs seen. Also includes some foreign stamps, and two 

flight souvenir folders. (100s) 

100 to 200 

38 Covers; Rocket Mail; Foreign; mixed bundle of covers, cards, and other items (labels 

etc.) from mixed countries, mainly 1960s-80s (40+). Also some other items. (See also 

UK Covers.) 

40 to 75 

39 Covers; Shipping; file box of Royal Mail Lines, P & O, Canadian Pacific, etc. written-

up on pages comprising covers (usually with ships' cachets and/or paquebot marks) or 

postcards (some of these unused). Items are of mixed dates, and are also mixed 

between commercial and philatelic. (c.119) 

120 to 200 

40 Covers; Philatelic Numismatic Covers; large collection of PNCs all with silver coins, 

the covers mainly early 2000s. The majority are probably 28.28g of .925 silver, but 

some are smaller. Many coins of Falkland Islands and Isle of Man, but also numerous 

other countries. (65) 

500 to 700 

41 Covers; Philatelic Numismatic Covers; an enormous collection in 34 albums, 

apparently all Westminster/Mercury, and the largest percentage being royal events and 

anniversaries. Stamps/covers are of many different countries, and coins (all non-UK) 

of a wide range of countries inc. Guernsey/Jersey/I.o.M., and including some which 

are medallions. (c.460) 

240 to 400 

42 Covers; PNCs; 1997-2003 eight covers with encapsulated banknotes (six of these also 

with coins). Six are UK (inc. one dupl.), others are Guernsey and Jersey. Total face 

value of notes/coins = £25½ 

30 to 50 

43 Philatelic Numismatic Covers; 1983-97 collection of WWF covers with encapsulated 

medallions (34). Also a few extra medallions. 

20 to 40 

44 Mixed Lots; Cinderellas; tin filled with various fiscals, cut-outs, labels, etc. in packets, 

inc. some unusual. (100s) 

30 to 40 

45 Cinderellas; page from old album with 21 stamps from steamship companies or 

similar, mainly good/fine, some faulty. 

20 to 40 

46 Literature; two boxes of mainly smaller books and pamphlets, many 1920s-40s inc. 

"Handstruck Postage Stamps of the Empire 1680-1900" (1941), "Sanabria Air Post 

Catalogue" (1947), "Penny Postage Centenary" (1940), etc. (c.55) 

30 to 40 

47 Literature; "The Thai Times" journal of the Thailand Philatelic Society 1977-2017 

(c.114). Also "Thai Philately" journal of the Society of Thai Philately 1978-2014 

(c.65). Not in order but may be fairly complete. 

20 to 40 

48 Literature; "The Postal History of Oman 1856-1985", Oman PO, 1985. 5 to 10 
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49 Supplies; a complete wholesale box of Kestrel cover album pages, two pockets per 

page, punched 4-hole, page size 235x278mm. 580 leaves in box, current retail £5.50 

per ten = £319. 

100 to 150 

50 Supplies (New); a box of 87 of the Davo black stockleaves (double-sided, 9 clear 

strips per side), to fit standard-sized Davo binders. Ref.N10. Also 10 of the same in 

white, ref W10. Current retail €4.90 each = €475. Old stock but unused and fresh. 

50 to 80 

51 Supplies (Second-Hand); two old but unused Godden's "Popular" 2-peg fitting albums 

with interleaved white linen-hinged pages. Expensive when new. Slipcases more worn 

(adhesion on one). 

20 to 40 

52 Supplies; two KA-BE hingeless albums for UK 1971-99, a Lighthouse hingeless 

album UK 200-05, and Lighthouse hingeless UK pages 2006-08 (latterly merged). 

20 to 40 

53 Supplies; eleven assorted one-up cover albums with pages, and some extra pages. 

Mixed quality. 

14 to 22 

54 Banknotes; loose world mix (46, mainly Italy c.1940s), plus Bank of England £1 notes 

(22, mainly Page sequential run), etc. 

30 to 40 

55 Banknotes; bundle of cheap world notes, the largest part being c.190 duplicated 

Bulgaria (mainly unc.), with c.35 circulated others also. 

20 to 30 

56 Banknotes; Scotland; Bank of Scotland; 1939 (12 Jun.) £1 note VF/EF. PMS BA95b 

(cat.£60 VF/£140 EF). 

40 to 60 

57 Banknotes; Scotland; Clydesdale Bank; 1939 (19 Apr.) £1 note, F. PMS CL19b, 

cat.£35. 

15 to 20 

58 Banknotes; Scotland; Clydesdale Bank; 1964 (19 Nov.) £20 note, generally about EF 

but small bit of graffiti at right. PMS CL33 (cat.£60 VF/£220 EF). 

40 to 60 

59 Banknotes; Scotland; National Bank of Scotland; 1952 (1 July) £1 note, VF/EF 

(generally EF but one stronger diagonal crease at corner). PMS NA48, cat.£40/£90. 

30 to 45 

60 Banknotes; Scotland; National Bank of Scotland; 1956 (3 Jan.) £1 note, serial no. 

B/N990-454, VF/EF (good and crisp but fairly strong vertical central fold). PMS 

NA51, cat.£70/£130. 

35 to 50 

61 Banknotes; Scotland; National Commercial Bank of Scotland; 1959 (16 Sep.) £20 

note, F. PMS NC4 (cat.£80 for VF). 

30 to 40 

62 Banknotes; Scotland; North of Scotland Bank; 1924 (1 March) £1 note in generally 

Fine condition (reasonable appearance though with multiple folds and creases, more 

worn at the right edge (one tiny tear there of about 1mm)). PMS N37a cat.£160. 

80 to 120 

63 Banknotes; Scotland; Royal Bank of Scotland; 1992 EU Summit £1 consecutive run 

of ten, Unc. PMS RB93, cat.£60. 

20 to 30 

64 Banknotes; Scotland; Union Bank of Scotland; 1924 (2 June) £1 note, signed Hird and 

McCrindle, F. PMS UB63a, cat.£60. 

20 to 30 

65 Banknotes; Scotland; Union Bank of Scotland; 1952 (8 Dec.) £1 note, VF+. PMS 

UB68a (cat.£40 for VF). 

20 to 30 

66 Banknotes; England; Bank of England; 1945 (30 Oct.) white £5 note signed Peppiatt, 

prefix K, VF. BE92b (cat.£125). 

50 to 75 

67 Banknotes; England; Kentish Bank 1815 £1 note (dated 21st Aug. 1815, numbered 

43144, signed by Penfold - "WM" ?). The note is generally in about Fine condition 

(folds, wrinkles, and marks) but has been framed, and in being mounted for that has 

been glued to a backing board at each of its four corners. 

30 to 50 

68 Banknotes; U.K.; Treasury; 1927 £1 note "Northern Ireland", prefix W1 over 42, VG 

(tear at top has previously been taped). Token TR19b. 

12 to 18 

69 Banknotes; U.K.; Bank of England; 1950-55 Beale £1 note, prefix R19B, consecutive 

run of ten, virtually unc. Token BE54c cat.£25 each as unc. 

100 to 150 

70 Banknotes; UK; Bank of England; 1960-63 O'Brien £1 note (prefix 62C) consecutive 

run of 70, then a gap of 20, then the following run of 10. Near to uncirculated (whole 

bundle has curve at middle, causing no more than a gentle wave on each note, touch of 

toning at ends of a few). Token BE61c (cat.£10 each as unc.). (80 notes) 

120 to 200 
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71 Banknotes; UK; Bank of England; 1963-67 Hollom £1 note (prefix B07T) consecutive 

run of 30. Near to uncirculated (last three have a progressive tone spot). Token BE64 

(cat.£12 each as unc.). (30 notes) 

50 to 90 

72 Banknotes; Isle of Man; (1972) £1 note with large John Paul signature, almost Unc. 

Token IM32b (cat.£65 for unc.). 

24 to 30 

73 Banknotes; Jersey; German Occupation; 1942 1/- note, VF-. Token JE2 (cat.£75 for 

VF). 

25 to 40 

74 Banknotes; Cyprus; 1952 the scarce QE 5/- note in VG+ condition (intact with no 

tears, well-used with multiple creases/folds, and general marks - the reverse has some 

more obvious marks in white area). Krause 30 (cat.$450 for VG, $1,300 for VF - 2010 

catalogue). 

180 to 260 

75 Banknotes; Hong Kong; 1935 (1 June) $1 note in very attractive condition, grading 

probably EF+ (the only elements to stop this being Unc are a very gentle vertical 

central bend, and slight rounding of corners at right. Krause 172c (cat.$65 for VF, 

$300 for Unc - 2010 catalogue). 

60 to 100 

76 Banknotes; Hong Kong; 1940-41 $1 note in EF+ grade (Unc. but for light central 

vertical fold, and small handling kink at top). Krause 316 (cat. $30 for VF, $225 for 

Unc.). 

50 to 80 

77 Cigarette Cards; carton with c.20 "stuck-in" albums of mainly sets (some covers 

grubby etc.), 16 small corner-slot albums of mainly sets, and others loose. 

20 to 40 

78 Cigarette and Tarde Cards; Rugby; four albums of mainly modern cards (mainly 

1960s-2000s) with many sets, mainly (or all) trade cards – some from products and 

many collector cards. (Many 100s) ? £100 

70 to 120 

79 Coins; mixed lot of UK and world in three various boxes. Includes various older coins 

inc. some silver, UK crowns (inc. 2 x 1935, 3 x £5), UK 1999 proof set, etc. (100s) 

100 to 150 

80 Coins; selection of modern commercial base metal sets - Concorde (12 ingots), Moon 

Landing (12 coins), RAF Centy. (12 ingots), RAF (part set 10 of 12 ingots), 24 Hours 

of D Day (19 of 24), and Red Arrows (6 ingots loose). 

30 to 80 

81 Coins; two boxes of modern commercial base metal coins - Cook Is. "Treasures of 

Ancient Egypt" (14), 2012 Queen's Jubilee (7), and others (8, inc. UK 1989 £2 Claim 

of Right). 

40 to 60 

82 Coins; mixed box of "smush" - cheap world coins, nearly all non-UK. Approx. 4kg net 

weight. 

20 to 30 

83 Coins; Silver; 1997 boxed collection of 24 coins for Golden Wedding, all different 

countries, each with Royal Mint certificate. All are 28.28g @ .925 grade, except for 

two smaller. 

200 to 280 

84 Coins; Silver; 1997 seln. of 14 proof sterling ("goldcladded") coins from various 

countries for QE's Golden Wedding. Each is 28.28g of .925 silver. Also 2 silver proof 

23.5g of .925. 

130 to 180 

85 Coins; Silver; Jersey 2018 proof £5 Coron. Anniv., Guensey 2019 proof Concorde 

50p, Guernsey 2018 proof £5 Coron. Anniv. (plus 6 base metal 50p similar), and 

Jersey 2016 set of 12 tint 50p Battle of Hastings "coin bars" (each 2.5g @ .999) 

30 to 50 

86 Coins; United Kingdom; Gold Coins; England King Edward IV gold Ryal ("Rose 

Noble"), 7.58g, in acceptable condition - some bends/folds, and has been mounted. 

Last appeared on the market in a Christie's auction of 10 February 1959, described as 

"Edward IV (First Reign) Ryal London Brooke Type IV, m.m. crown, fair, has been 

mounted", where it would appear to have been unsold, and subsequently changed 

hands for £10 ! 

500 to 800 

87 United Kingdom; Gold Coins; 2010 gold Britannia proof set of four coins (ounce, half 

ounce, quarter ounce, and tenth ounce), in original box with certificate. 

2200 to 2600 

88 Coins; UK; Lindner coin tray with selection of silver coins George II to George VI 

(26). 

40 to 70 

89 Coins; United Kingdom; 1880 Maundy set in EF+ condition. Cat.£185 (EF) or £240 

(unc.) 

80 to 120 
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90 Coins; United Kingdom; little box packed with silver threepences in average 

condition, some damaged (c.300), plus further c.55 in second box. 

120 to 180 

91 Coins; U.K.; 1997-2018 (mainly 2016-18) seln. of £5 crowns, each unc. in "Change 

Checker" blister card. (16 different) 

70 to 120 

92 Coins; UK; bulk lot of pre-decimal pennies (probably some halfpennies included). 

Approx.18kg net weight. Almost certainly devoid of any better dates etc. 

60 to 100 

93 Coins; UK; bulk lot of pre-decimal pennies (probably some halfpennies included). 

Approx.18kg net weight. Almost certainly devoid of any better dates etc. 

60 to 100 

94 Coins; United Kingdom; bulk lot of pennies and halfpennies, apparently all cheap 

stuff, generally average circulated condition. Approx. 4kg net. 

18 to 26 

95 Coins; UK; bulk lot of commemorative crowns comprising 1951 (4), 1953 (7), 1960 

(3), 1965 (54), 1972 (40), 1977 (108), 1980 (33), and 1981 (61). Mainly around EF, 

some older ones F/VF. (Total 310, net weight c.8kg) 

70 to 90 

96 Coins; UK; small tub with 62 mixed 50p coins of various designs inc. Olympics. 30 to 50 

97 Coins; Ancient; Greek; Phaselis in Lycia 17mm diameter bronze coin; obverse Athena 

standing right with thunderbolt and aegis; reverse prow of war galley right. Approx. 

2nd to 1st Century BC. Fine – all main elements visible, some pitting. 

26 to 40 

98 Bullion; Royal Mint 1g "Gold Bar" (.999 grade) encased in card, as issued. Low serial 

number A000021. 

40 to 60 

99 Bullion; Royal Mint 1g "Gold Bar" (.999 grade) encased in card, as issued. Serial 

number A001077. 

40 to 50 

100 Medals; Crimea pair - 1854 Crimea Medal named (impressed) to "TRUMPR JAMES 

* MACHON * ROYAL * ARTILLERY" with SEBASTOPOL clasp. Generally VF 

but ding at left leaves visible dent and flattens a couple of letters of naming. Also 1855 

Turkish Crimea Medal (Sardinia issue) named (engraved) to "JAMES MACHON, 

TRUMPET MAJOR, ROYAL ARTILLERY." VF+. 

100 to 150 

101 Medals; 1855 Turkish Crimea Medal (Sardinian issue) with brooch pin attached to 

reverse (and mounting hole at top filled), named to "No. 3465 SAMUAL 

McKECHNIE 71 HD LT INFY". 

20 to 30 

102 Medals; Territorial Decoration with Edward VII monogram, EF in original box - only 

585 of the decoration awarded in this version. Also matching miniature. 

50 to 100 

103 Medals; Volunteer Long Service Medal, KE7 issue ("REX IMPERATOR") named to 

"MAJOR J. McFARLANE. I/R. & D. R.G.A.V.", EF (no ribbon). 

20 to 40 

104 Medals; two First World War standard pairs, named to "LIEUT. J.A. MAIN" and 

"CAPT. N.S. MAIN." EF. 

30 to 50 

105 Postcards; five old albums - {1} 120+ UK topographical and some subjects, {2} 150+ 

of Marie Studholme and Gabrielle Ray, {3} c.75 European views, {4} 170+ mixed 

views and actresses, {5} 47 signed actresses/actors, another 24 unsigned. Also a few 

loose postcards. In addition a small album of Ogdens Guinea Gold cigarette cards 

(c.200) and other cig. cards loose. 

120 to 200 

106 Postcards; old album of mainly English churches. (198) 20 to 30 

107 Postcards; France; album with small collection of mainly quite standard views, but 

inc. five French railway advertising cards. (100) Also a few others. 

40 to 60 

108 Postcards; Silks; album with collection of First World War silk cards - mainly the 

more standard sentimental and patriotic types, but inc. regimental badges (R.A., 

Seaforths, M.M.C. ?, R.F.A., R.E., A.S.C.), some places, two "Poisson d'Avril" cards, 

etc. Mainly fine, and inc. at least a couple which are folding cards. (c.88) 

150 to 220 

109 Postcards; bundle of Art Reproduction cards (c.95), and a bundle of modern unused 

Military subjects (150+, various types). 

13 to 24 

110 Collectables; Jewellery; 18ct gold ring, size Q, with diamond-like stone. Weight 4.17g 110 to 150 

111 Collectables; Jewellery; 18ct gold ring, size L½. Weight 3.49g 95 to 120 

112 Collectables; Medallions; small box with mixed items inc. UK 1902 official silver 30 to 50 
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Coronation medallion (31mm), other commercial royal events, three tokens, Robert 

Burns souvenir, 1914 Michigan "Registered Chauffeur" badge, two small silver 

medals, etc. (20) 

113 Collectables; Postal; seven model pillar boxes (inc. 4 china), plus 2 stamp boxes, 4 

inkwells, a postal ruler, etc. 

24 to 40 

114 Collectables; Silver Stamp Replicas; seln. of 12 "classics", total weight c.77g in .999 

silver. 

35 to 50 

115 Algeria; 1924-c.1996 m. & u. colln. in stockbook givinga good general spread inc. 

1924 set (missing 4c red & blue) mint (mainly u.m.), 1926 defin 10f f.u., 1930 

Centenary top five values m.m., 1939 Sahara 5+5f u.m., 1949 Air set (4) m.m., 1958 

Arms set (3) l.m.m., etc. (c.640, 1 m.s., 11 FDCs) 

50 to 80 

116 Allenstein; 1920 three-line opt. set (14) f.u. (the 15pf dull purple-brown m.m.), and 

oval opt. set (14) mainly f.u. (40pf unu., 1m, and 1m50 to 3m m.m.). Cat. c.£150. 

30 to 40 

117 Andorra; Spanish; 2002 Europa (Circus) 50c in complete u.m. sheet of 50, SG 303 

cat.£22 each = £1,100. 

50 to 70 

118 Antigua; 1921-29 wmk. MCA odds to 5/- m./u., wmk. Script values to 4/- m.m. and to 

2/- u., plus seven Barbuda opts. m./u. S.t.c.£410. (38) 

40 to 70 

119 Argentina; 1858-1937 mainly used colln. on pages. A good general range with many 

medium values, and inc. 1930-31 Revolution odds to 5p g.u., 10p g.u., 20p f.u., plus 

5c m.m. with missing aeroplane, etc. Also 7 Corrientes design items (facsimiles ?), 

and essay (?) of early horse & rider design, and ten of a later unissued horse & rider 

design (inc. imperf. between pairs). (c.550) 

80 to 120 

120 Australian States; Tasmania; 1899-1900 engraved 2½d corner six-block unmounted 

mint, SG 232 cat.£132.; also 1d fourblock (missing corner) and single, SG 230 

cat.£27½. 

30 to 50 

121 Australia; three binders with printed pages with used plus a few mint. Also two year 

books, AAT 1966-2002 mostly used on pages, and Christmas Is. 1958-98 mostly u.m. 

loose in polypockets (in a binder with printed pages). (1,000s) 

40 to 70 

122 Australia; 1954-65 collection of first day covers, mainly illustrated, and mixed 

addressing (typed, handwritten, or pencil/unaddressed). Includes some dupl. 

(sometimes different makes of cover) and a few special event. (c.107) 

50 to 100 

123 Australia; 1999 book "A Selection of the Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of 

Australia" includes 28 official engraved reprints. 

20 to 40 

124 Austria; 1850-1937 mainly used colln. on old pages with much of interest. Includes 

1850-54 seln. of values (14) inc. 2k, various 1860s, 1867 to 25k (fine), 50k (perf. 

faults), 1874-80 to 25k (poor), 50k (good), good spread of the 1890-1902 issues, and 

similar later. Also selection of Lombardy & Venetia (inc. 1857 cover, and several 

stamps with mail boat cancel), and POs in Turkish Empire. Mainly good/fine, but 

some poorer. (c.500) 

150 to 240 

125 Austria; stockbook of m. & u. up to 1950s inc. some blocks, sheets, pieces with 

special cancels, etc. (c.1,500+) 

35 to 60 

126 Austria; 1977-98 u.m. colln. on stockleaves comprising all-different run, fairly 

complete, cat.£996. (506) 

60 to 120 

127 Bahamas; 1942 Landfall ½d l.m.m. with a second impression of the overprint. Not the 

overprint double variety, but as described on RPSL certificate (2000) "with facial gum 

offset of overprint - unused is genuine". 

5 to 30 

128 Barbados; 1937-66 mint and used on pages inc. 1938-47 set (16) m.m., 1950 set (12) 

m.m., two sets of same u., etc. (c.230) 

40 to 75 

129 Burma; 1945 3a with apparent doubling of the "MILY ADMN" overprint, l.m.m., SG 

43. RPSL certificate (2000) states "NOT prepared to certify as true double overprint". 

10 to 30 

130 Burma; Official; 1939 8a part sheet of 80 mainly u.m. but quite heavily toned, folded, 

some weak perfs. SG O23 cat.£25 each = £2,000. Sold "as is". 

30 to 50 

131 Canada; 1859-1951 m.m. & u. colln. on printed pages, with 1859 set (5 + 10c shade) 

mixed u., 1864 2c g.u., various Large and Small Queens u., 1897 Jubilee short set to 

160 to 280 
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50c mixed m./u., numerous other later better values, coils, seln. of Special Delivery, 

etc. (c.300) 

132 Canada; 1859-1965 mint and used colln. on pages with a fair number of better values 

in the QV/KE7 but these often varied condition. S.t.c. c.£2,000 (a few years ago). 

(100s) 

70 to 140 

133 Canada; mint and used colln. in three stockbooks, the earlier stamps of no great value, 

fair range of modern, among which the mint 1960-91 has a face value of $198. (100s) 

45 to 75 

134 Canada; specialised postmark collection of “Flag Cancels” in three binders – the first 

of 1927 Diamond Jubilee (22 covers/cards, plus various pieces inc. Regina on piece), 

and 1953 Coronation (34 covers), second is of 1937 Coronation (66 covers), and third 

has 1941-43 “Enlist Now” (79 covers, plus pieces), and a few others. Collection 

includes early and late usages, different types, etc. 

80 to 150 

135 Canada; 1928-47 collection of first flight covers in two albums, nearly all domestic 

flights, mainly fine. (117) 

100 to 180 

136 Canada; 1975-99 box of mint stamps, first day covers etc., much in envelopes as 

delivered. From a correspondent in Canada, so completeness not certain. (100s) 

60 to 100 

137 Canada; 1990-2011 complete run of year books (22), plus two of 2000 Millennium 

book. Total face value estimated c.$800 (= c.£455). 

100 to 150 

138 Canada; 1995-2005 duplicated (up to x5) selection of prestige booklets, miniature 

sheets, etc. Face value $98 (= £55), cat.£116 (a few years ago). (28 items) 

20 to 35 

139 Canada; c.1999-2011 colln. of illus. unaddressed FDCs in albums, boxes, and loose. 

(100s) 

50 to 80 

140 China; 1900-06 $1 Goose mint. Genuine, but with several points - reperforated two 

sides, regummed (with some gum slightly penetrating paper, tiny thin). SG 131 

cat.£500. 

30 to 80 

141 China; Municipal Posts; mainly m.m. seln. on page of Chefoo (4), Chinkiang (1), 

Foochow (2), Hankow (1), Kewkiang (8), Nanking (1), and Wuhu (1). Mainly 

good/fine. 

30 to 50 

142 China; People's Republic; four binders of FDCs and a few other covers, much from 

1980s, a few later into 1990. (100s) 

70 to 120 

143 China; People's Republic; bundle of items as distributed to delegates at 1999 UPU 

Congress in Beijing. Includes year books for 1995, 1996 (2 different), 1998 (2 

different). (12 items) 

30 to 50 

144 China; Taiwan; 1992 Poetry and Endangered Mammals pres. books, 1995 year book, 

2 other items. 

10 to 15 

145 Crete; 1900-22 m. & u. on three stockleaves. Some duplication inc. postmark interest, 

also inc. 1908 opt. 10L u.m. with overprint inverted (cat.£80), 1d l.m.m. (£100), etc. 

(87) 

40 to 70 

146 Cyprus; 1880-1953 colln. on pages, earlier m. & u., later mainly fine l.m.m. Includes 

1882-86 4pi g.u., 1902-4 12pi g.u. (crease), 1912-15 odd values to 18pi m.m., 1928 

Anniversary short set to 45pi m.m., 1934 short set to 18pi m.m., 1938-51 set (missing 

90pi) m.m., etc. S.t.c.£1,250. (117) 

130 to 260 

147 Cyprus; 1894 set (10) m.m., KE7 4pi, 6pi, 9pi m.m., and 1948 S.Wedding set u.m. 50 to 100 

148 Danish West Indies; 1873-1916 used seln. on old page, with 12 bicoloureds, 1900-03 

1c to 5c, 1905 1f, 1907-08 20b, etc. Mainly good/fine. (28) 

40 to 60 

149 Danzig; 1920-39 mainly used colln. on pages inc. 1920 first set (15), 1923 surcharges 

odds inc. SG 173, 175, etc. A good overall representation in earlier years. (c.200) 

40 to 70 

150 Denmark; 1851-1935 mainly used on a few pages, with several "square stamps" in 

varied condition (inc. 2 x 4RBS, very poor 16s), several bicoloured, 1915 80ø set (2) 

m.m., 1919-41 Postfærge 1k yellow-brown m.m. (small spot at top), 1925 Air 50ø 

g.u., 20+ locals, etc. (c.190) 

70 to 120 

151 Denmark; Cinderella; small selection of "frimærkepenge” emergency currency from 

WW2 – each a 1 öre stamp in cellophane packet with small advertising card, used as 

28 to 50 
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small change. (13 different – designs or colours). 

152 Egypt; 1888-1929 m. & u. range on stockleaf. S.t.c.£310. (77) 35 to 50 

153 Egypt; 1952-2012 u.m. collection on stockleaves, mainly in sets, and notable for it 

modern content - 1960s-onwards, and 2000-onwards. S.t.c.£1,200. (c.450+) 

90 to 120 

154 Egypt; 1964-69 u.m. range on stockleaves, all in pairs. S.t.c.£440. (c.100 pairs, 1 

m.m.) 

40 to 60 

155 Falkland Islands; 1938-50 5/-, and 10/- (2, shades), unmounted mint, minimum 

cat.£360. 

80 to 120 

156 Finland; 1860-1938 mainly used collection on a few old pages, from 1860-71 

Serpentine roulettes (1 x 10k, 1 x 8p, 4 x 20p, 5 x 40p), 1875-94 Arms values to 32p 

(2), 1m mauve, 10m, etc. Also three early stationery cut-outs but dubious, other cut-

outs, etc. (c.165) 

70 to 120 

157 Finland; 1860-1989 largely used collection in Lighthouse hingeless album, some 

present both mint and used. Some earlier but these in very varied quality. (c.700) 

35 to 60 

158 Finland; 1946-83 stock on stockleaves u.m. and used, with duplication up to x5, many 

sets plus some singles, and with several better defin. odds cat.£25+ Cat.£1,639. (600+) 

110 to 180 

159 Finland; Forgeries; interesting selection on three stockleaves, with cuttings of write-up 

from original collection. (24 items inc. 8 identified as Fournier, plus some genuine) 

50 to 80 

160 Fiume; 1918-24 used colln. (some are c.t.o.) on pages with 1918-19 opts. on Hungary 

inc. 10f (white figures), 40f, 3k, 5k, 1919 45c Clock Tower pair imperf between (perf 

faults), 5cor, 1919 Students set (12), 1920 surcharges inc. 3cor "v over l", 1920 

d'Annunzio set (14), 1921 "Provvisorio" opt. odd values to 2l, 3l, 5l, 1921 New 

Constitution 20c (with date) misperforated (= stamp-and-a-half), 1923 Ship etc. set 

(12), 1923 Express set (2), etc. Mainly fine. (c.165) 

120 to 220 

161 France and Colonies; France 1849-1939 mainly used collection on pages with good 

coverage in the Cérès, Napoléon, and Peace & Commerce issues. Includes many better 

values e.g. 1861 80c purporting to be a Susse perf. (damaged, "as is"), many stamps 

cat. tens of pounds each, 1917-22 War Orphans better odds, 11 different Caisse 

d'Amortissement, 1930 Sourire 1f50+3f50 f.u., 1931 Sinking Fund 1f50+3f50 f.u., 

1936 S.America Flight 10f u. (perf faults), 1937 Museum 30c m.m., etc. Also Smaller 

range of Algeria, Tunisia, and Colonies General Issues. (c.700) 

180 to 300 

162 France; 1849-76 range of Cérès and Napoléon types inc. 1849-52 10c poor, 15c (badly 

damaged and repaired), 20c (thinned), 25c (sound), 40c (sound), and 1f carmine-

brown (sound), plus forgery of 1f orange. 1852-53 has 10c g.u. (2 margins), 25c f.u., 

1853-61 represented by basic set (8) - the 1f about 1½ margins and thinned, then 1862 

basic set (6) average u., 1863-70 set (8) av.u., 1869 5f fair u. (creases), 1870-71 

Bordeaux set (missing 40c) av.u. (the 80c 4-margin with small thin), and 1871-76 

values to 80c. 

240 to 400 

163 France; 1849-1980 m.m. and used collection in two albums. Little before 1940s, then 

stronger run inc. 1947 UPU 500f l.m.m., 1953 Sports set (6) l.m.m., 1949-52 National 

Relief sets l.m.m., 1957-59 Air set (3) l.m.m., 1950-59 Red Cross sets l.m.m., etc. 

Clean lot, s.t.c.£3,000+ (100s) 

150 to 240 

164 France; 1870 (14 Nov.) entire to London, franked Laureated 30c ("4" in start cancel) 

marked manuscript "par Ballon monté", "PARIS/R D'ENGHIEN" c.d.s. to side, other 

markings inc. "FRANCE/OUEST 3" c.d.s. on reverse (23 Nov.). Carried therefore by 

the balloon "Général Uhrich" - this was the first night flight. Generally decent 

condition, but part missing when fully opened out. 

80 to 130 

165 France; 1870 (27 Dec.) entire to Brussels, franked Laureated 30c, marked manuscript 

"Par Ballon Monté", c.d.s. to side, backstamps over flap so not clear. Carried therefore 

by the balloon "Bayard". A little worn and grubby, and tape mark at top. 

60 to 100 

166 France; 1876-1900 useful selection of Peace & Commerce type inc. 1876-85 “N under 

B” basic set (12) mixed used (cat.£700+), “N under U” 1f m.m. (£200.), 1877-90 3c 

ochre/yellow g.u. (£55.), 35c black/yellow g.u. (£39.), 5f g.u. (£100.), 20c m.m. 

(£65.), 25c black/rose m.m. (2, £130. each), 1898-1900 5c and 10c m.m. (£74.), 2f fair 

u. (£44.), etc. (60) 

40 to 90 

167 France; 1876-1900 mainly used range of Peace & Commerce issues, with 1876-85 40 to 70 
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basic sets of 12 and 8, and 1877-90 used to 75c plus 5f m.m. (vertical crease), finally 

1892 15c and 1898-1900 set (4). 

168 France; 1900-33 mainly used on pages with good overall coverage, inc. 1900-06 

Merson 2f v.f.u., 1918 Red Cross 15+5c l.m.m., 1923 Bordeaux Philatelic Congress 1f 

f.u. (small pencil signature on reverse, but not guaranteed), 1925 Paris Philatelic 5f 

m.m., 1927 Air opt. 2f g.u., 5f unu. (no gum, perf. faults) (neither guaranteed), 1928 

Sinking Find 1f50+8f50 v.f.u., 1930 "Sourire" (3 - one each u.m., l.m.m. and f.u.), 

1931 Sinking Fund 1f50+3f50 l.m.m. (small spot), etc. (c.180) 

120 to 220 

169 France; 1917-19 War Orphans set (8) m.m. (except 50+50c which is f.u.). Generally 

fine m.m./l.m.m., the 25+25c has adhesion on front, 35c fine m.m., 1f fine but 

adhesion on gum, 5f fine but for small fault at left perfs. SG 370-377 cat. c.£2,650. 

100 to 150 

170 France; 1922 War Orphans surcharges set (8) m.m. with toned gum (except +25c on 

1f, which is used), and 1926-27 War Orphans 2c, 50c m.m., 1f and 5f f.u. Cat. c.£430. 

30 to 60 

171 France; 1927 Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition 5f u.m. and 10f mint (not hinged, but 

small mark on gum), se-tenant with label between (small mark at top of label). SG 

454-454a cat.£650. 

80 to 150 

172 France; 1927-31 seln. of Caisse d'Amortissement overprints viz. 1927 set (3), 1928 set 

(3), 1929 set (3), 1930 set (3), and 1931 set (3). All mint, mainly l.m.m., and mainly 

fine (a couple of small faults). Cat.£690. 

70 to 100 

173 France; 1929 Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition 2f lightly mounted mint and well centred. 

BPA certificate (1986) states "... is genuine. The original gum has been redistributed." 

SG 470 cat.£900. 

100 to 200 

174 France; 1932-60 collection on pages, fairly complete mint or used for the period. 

Includes 1936 Air 3f50 m.m., S.America Flight 10f g.u., 1937 Louvre set (2) f.u. on 

souvenir gummed card, 1938 Ader 50f v.f.u., 1943 Pétain etc. strip u.m. (folded 

perfs), 1947 UPU Air 500f m.m., 1949-50 Air 1,000f f.u. (2), CITEX 10f(+100f) u.m., 

several National Relief Fund sets m.m., etc. (c.1,100+) 

100 to 200 

175 France; 1936 Air 50f green used. Looks attractive but has small "C" perfin (which 

doesn't show at front), and thin. SG 540 cat.£450. Good spacefiller. 

20 to 30 

176 France; 1936 Air "banknote" 50f fine used, SG 541 cat.£450. 70 to 100 

177 France; 1937 PEXIP miniature sheet m.m. with a bit of gum disturbance. SG MS581 

cat.£550. 

50 to 80 

178 France; 1960-90 mint collection in four Yvert et Tellier hingeless printed albums. 

Nearly all u.m. (few l.m.m. in early 1960s) and mostly complete in standard issues to 

about 1987 with less later. Contains some precancels etc. S.t.c.£2,700. (100s) 

120 to 180 

179 France; 1960-86 mint (u.m. and l.m.m., a few stuck) and used colln. in two binders. 

(c.1,150) 

40 to 70 

180 France; 1975-2005 selection of miniature sheets, sheetlets, and a booklet, u.m., 

s.t.c.£490. (24 items) 

40 to 60 

181 France; 1980-97 u.m. colln. in two stockbooks, probably fairly complete. (c.1,100+) 70 to 120 

182 France; 1994-2008 all-different u.m. range on stockleaves. Cat.£636 (c.330) 50 to 90 

183 France; 1920-2003 commems more used than m.m., and a range of defins from a bit 

earlier again with much used, all in two Devon albums. (Many 100s) 

35 to 60 

184 France; French Committee of National Liberation; 1943-44 complete set of eight 

postage stamps (i.e. no postage dues), plus 6 dupl. and 1 used. Cat. c.£67. 

15 to 20 

185 France; WW2 Military; 1943-44 three Italian stamps (25c, 30c, 50c) each with 

overprint "Répubblica/sociale/Italiana/Base/Atlantica" l.m.m. with little certification 

marks on gum. Issued for submarine base at Bordeaux. 

10 to 20 

186 France; WW2 Military; 1943 Pétain 1f50 stamp with overprint "PAR 

AVION/BATIMENT de LIGNE/RICHELIEU" l.m.m. 

10 to 30 

187 France; WW2 Liberation Issues; fine little collection on a few pages, comprising 

stamps (15) and covers (6). Also French Legion set (5) m.m. 

50 to 100 

188 France; Covers; 1749-1926 small bundle of covers with mixed markings, comprising 50 to 100 
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18th Century (11), 19th Century (7), and 20th (4). 

189 French Colonies; five stockleaves with Comoro Islands (inc. Anjouan, Mohéli, 

Mayotte) inc. 1962 Marine Life set (8) u.m., Oceania, and Polynesia. (119) 

30 to 40 

190 French Colonies; Ivory Coast; 1939 Caillié set (3), and 1940 Air 6f90, all with "COTE 

D'IVOIRE" omitted u.m. SG 163a-165a, 177a, cat.£480. 

40 to 60 

191 French Somali Coast; 1938-40 10f with centre omitted u.m. with interpanneau label 

attached, SG 276a cat.£650. 

40 to 60 

192 French Somali Coast; 1939 Caillié 90c u.m. marginal fourblock, all with the "COTE 

D'IVOIRE" inscription omitted. SG 163a cat.£720. 

60 to 100 

193 German States; Anhalt; 1879 cover addressed "à/Sa Majesté le Roi de Danemarc/etc. 

etc. etc./Copenhague" (= "to The King of Denmark, etc. etc. etc., Copenhagen"), 

postmarked Dessau c.d.s. on front, two postmarks on reverse (one of which is 

Fredensborg, site of royal palace). Red wax seal or reverse is that of the Pricipality of 

Anhalt. Fine, though a few tone spots and bend at right. 

40 to 60 

194 Germany; interesting mix in old album, mainly used, and stopping about late-1930s. 

Includes fair range of States (c.200), seln. of German Empire 1872 issue inc. 7k and 

18k m.m. (not guaranteed), many inflation issues, 1935 OSTROPA miniature sheet 

unu. (appears fine, but stuck to page), 1936 both Olympics m.s. m.m., a few 

Colonies/Occupations, etc. (100s) 

200 to 400 

195 Germany; 1872-1932 collection in printed album, the majority used but with good 

numbers of mint included. Has better items throughout, e.g. 1872 Small Shield 1/4g, 

1/2g u., 18k poor u., Large Shield 1/4g to 5g mixed used, 1875 "Pfennige" set (7) u., 

1912 Airmail 20pf and 30pf f.u. (cat. €80., €120.), “Gelber Hund” 1m g.u. (€200.), 

1920-21 opt. on Bavaria set (20) u., good range of inflation issues, 1924 Welfare set 

mixed m./u., 1926-31 Air set (8) u., 1928-31 Zeppelin set (3) u., etc. Mainly 

good/fine, though a small proportion with faults. (c.500+) 

160 to 300 

196 Germany; stockbook with collection from Empire to end of Third Reich, majority 

used and with some better included. (100s) 

40 to 70 

197 Germany; 1920-23 used range on stockleaf inc. 1922-23 Air set (missing 5m to 25m, 

and probably c.t.o.). S.t.c.£350. (75) 

28 to 40 

198 Germany; 1930 IPOSTA miniature sheet used. The sheet has been folded horizontally 

near top and bottom, leaving some rubbing etc., but the stamps are very fine used. SG 

MS 464a cat.£2,500. (Stamps are SG 461-4 cat.£680) 

160 to 220 

199 German Area; stockbook with m. & u. ranges of Allenstein, Memel, Upper Silesia, 

Bohemia and Moravia, Occupation of Poland, Saar, Danzig, some POs Abroad and 

Colonies, etc. (c.600) 

30 to 40 

200 Germany; Allied Occupation; 1945-49 m. & u. colln. on pages of the Soviet Zone inc. 

1949 Goethe min. sheet m.m. Also 1946-48 general issues. (c.110, 1 m.s.) 

40 to 60 

201 Germany; Forgeries; seln. of fake post-war overprints of Dessau (17), and Eilenburg 

(20), plus copy of 20pf stamp (cut from advert) postally used on 1947 cover. 

15 to 24 

202 Germany; West Germany; 1949-2020 collection in two stockbooks, nearly all used, 

with some of the better early issues, ranges of the middle years, and a moderate 

number of more recent commercially used. (Many 100s) 

50 to 90 

203 Germany; West Germany; 1949-80 used collection in large stockbook, the most 

concentrated value in the earlier issues, which include 1949 Refugees set on two 

pieces (cat.£217.), 1953 Humanitarian 30pf f.u. (£95.), 1954 Humanitarian 40pf 

(£55.), 1955 Humanitarian 40pf (£50.), 1959 Beethoven m.s. (£70.), and many other 

better values. (100s) 

60 to 120 

204 Germany; West Germany 1949 Parliament, Stamp Centenary, UPU, Refugees, 1950 

Bach, 1951 Church, and Stamp Exhib., plus British & American Zones 1949 Cycle 

Race and Goethe. All u.m. sets, at least half probably regummed. Cat. c.£1,120. (21) 

75 to 90 

205 Germany; West Berlin; 1949-90 mint and used (sometimes both) colln. in stockbook 

with some of the better earlier issues, but basically a good general spread. (100s) 

20 to 30 

206 Germany; West Berlin; 1948-90 collection of mint (much u.m.) and used in Borek 

hingeless album with u.m. 1956-76 fairly complete, stockleaves with 1977-90 u.m. 

80 to 150 
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(fairly complete from 1982), stockleaves with 1948-90 used, FDCs, postcards etc. inc. 

many better stamps cat. £tens. (c.630, 6 m.s. for mint, c.560, 1 m.s. in used). 

207 Germany; East Germany; 1949-90 mint (mainly u.m. except in earlier years) and used 

collection in two stockbooks with many sets. (100s) 

30 to 60 

208 Germany; West Germany and Unified; 1949-2007 m.m. and used colln. on printed 

pages in two binders, with some better in early period. Also similar binder of W.Berlin 

1948-90 mostly used. (Many 100s) 

40 to 70 

209 Germany; 1986-2003 duplicated used lot of Famous Women definitives (from under 

10 to over 300). Total catalogue £1,494. Start price near 1% of that ! 

15 to 24 

210 Germany; Ersttagsblatter; box with approx. 480 ETBs of W.Germany and W.Berlin, 

from 1956-59 and 1975-85. (First Day Sheets, with one issue on each - singles or sets 

as issued.) 

40 to 80 

211 Gibraltar; 1889-1932 m.m. selection with QV to 5p, KE7 to 2/-, and KG5 to 8/-, 

mainly fine. S.t.c.£580 (28). 

60 to 100 

212 Gold Coast; 1875-76 wmk. Crown CC perf.12½, 1d fair m.m. (possibly regummed) 

(SG 1 cat.£550), 4d f.u. (2, £150, couple of perfs at right shortish), and 6d g.u. (3, £80, 

bends). 

40 to 80 

213 Gold Coast; 1876-84 set (5) fair/fine used (plus dupl. 2d repaired), 1883 ½d unu., ½d 

g.u., 1d (1 g.u., 1 poorer u.), and 1889 1d surcharge g.u. 

30 to 50 

214 Gold Coast; 1884-91 set (9, plus 20 duplicates) m.m., and set (9, plus 3 dupl.) used. 

Cat. c.£650. 

80 to 120 

215 Gold Coast; 1884-91 small piece with quartered 2d grey (for use as ½d) alongside 

complete 2d grey, both cancelled with "556" numeral cancel. Status uncertain. (SG list 

a quarter stamp on cover as SG 13d, unpriced.) 

20 to 200 

216 Gold Coast; 1889-94 5/- m.m., 10/- g.u., 20/- f.u., 1898-1902 set (10) mixed m./u. (+ 5 

dupl.), and 1901 surcharge set (2) m.m. Mainly good/fine. 

50 to 80 

217 Gold Coast; 1902-13 useful seln. of m./u. KE7 on page inc. 1902 2d m.m., 1/- m.m., 

5/- m.m. (stuck), 10/- m.m., 20/- m.m. (stuck), 5/- to 20/- u. with perfins, 1904-6 set 

(missing ½d) m.m., and 1907-13 6d to 5/- m.m. (some partly stuck), etc. (52) 

80 to 150 

218 Gold Coast; 1913-35 m. & u. seln. of KG5 on two pages, inc. 1913-21 5/- m.m. (2), 

10/- and 20/- u. (crayon lines), 1928 set (10) mixed u., 1935 Jubilee set (4) g.u., etc. 

(66) 

50 to 90 

219 Gold Coast; 1921-24 15/- die II l.m.m. (two small tone spots at left) SG 100a 

cat.£140, and £2 fine m.m. (centred to lower-left) SG 102 cat.£600. 

100 to 180 

220 Gold Coast; 1937-49 m. & u. KG6 on two pages inc. 1938-43 defin set (13) mainly 

g./f.u., 1948 S.Wedding 10/- l.m.m. and v.f.u., etc. (44) 

24 to 40 

221 Gold Coast; 1948 S.Wedding set (2) used on plain cover with first day cancel, Accra, 

stamps slightly overlapped. (Used set cat.£55) 

10 to 20 

222 Gold Coast and Ghana; 1884-1995 m. & u. colln. on stockleaves. Gold Coast (115) 

inc. numerous stamps cat. in pounds, and 1952-54 defin set (12) l.m.m. Ghana (446) is 

mainly mint (most u.m.) inc. sets e.g. 1966 UNESCO set and m.s. u.m. 

40 to 60 

223 Greece; 1961 Europa - 495 u.m. sets mainly in sheets, cat.£693. 30 to 50 

224 Greenland; 1938-69 m.m./u.m. seln. with 1938-46 set (9) m.m. (cat.£75., some short 

perfs on 1kr), 1950-60 set (11 + 15ø shade) l.m.m./m.m. (£144. for u.m.), 1956 surch 

set (2) l.m.m. (£105.), 1963-68 set (18) u.m. (£21.), and a few others. Total cat.£380. 

30 to 60 

225 Greenland; 1938-93 collection of u.m. and used on stockleaves (c.220), and covers 

1970-93 with a few earlier (c.119), some modern souvenir items, etc. 

26 to 50 

226 Greenland; 1977-84 and 1987-88 yearpacks. (10) 10 to 20 

227 Hawaii; 1853-99 largely used on pages with 1857 and 1861 types unused or with 

specimen/reprint/cancelled opts., 1864-78 18c f.u., 1882-90 12c f.u., $1 sound u., 

1893 Provisional Govt. 1c green m.m. block of 20 with one stamp having red 

overinked giving the impression of an "1898 for 1893" variety, and black opt. 18c 

g.u., etc. (90) 

80 to 150 
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228 Hong Kong; 1912-21 wmk. MCA 6c yellow-orange, then 1921-37 wmk. Script 1c, 2c 

blue-green, another 2c on slightly yellowed paper, 3c, 4c carmine-red, 5c, and 8c 

orange, each in mint fourblock (each block has 1 l.m.m./m.m., 3 u.m.). SG 103, 117, 

118 (2), 119, 120a, 121, 123, cat.£356. 

80 to 110 

229 Hong Kong; 1912-21 and 1921-37 used selection of values to $2, $3, and $5, mainly 

good/fine though a few poorer (the 1921-37 $3 and $5 both appear sound). S.t.c.£450. 

(32) 

50 to 70 

230 Hong Kong; 2004-07 selection of nine u.m. sheetlets, s.t.c.£328. 30 to 50 

231 India and States; 1854-1960 mainly used colln. on pages, with 1854 set (4) average u., 

1866 postage on fiscal 6a faulty u., 1895 h.vals. set (3) av.u., 1902-11 KE7 set (17 - 

the 15r f.u., the 25r with telegraph cancel), 1911-23 5r m.m., 15r g.u., 25r teleg. u., 

1926-33 15r g.u., 25r f.u., 1937-40 set (18 - the top two values g.u.), and reproduction 

set of Scinde Dawk set (3) unu., etc. (c.300 India, c.95 States) 

140 to 240 

232 Indian States; Indore; 1904-20 4a ultramarine, and Official 1904-06 ½a (litho opt.) - 

ten of each u.m. (the 4a are 5 fine, 5 faulty). SG 14, 57, cat.£324. 

10 to 20 

233 Indian States; Jaipur; 1932-46 "POSTAGE" ¾a and 1a in u.m. fourblocks, SG 59-60 

cat.£132.; also Official 1947 3p surcharge u.m. fourblock (light bend on two) SG O33 

cat.£48. 

30 to 40 

234 Ireland; 1977-2008 u.m. range/colln. on stockleaves (c.770 all-different) Cat.£769. 60 to 120 

235 Italian States; Modena; 1855 cover to Torina with 25c (3 margins) (cover folded at 

left, one part of address inked-over). Also 1852-57 2nd setting 5c g.u. (c.3 margin, 

possible faults), 1853 9c g.u. (cut close), and a pair as the 5c on green paper but with 

blank value tablet (proofs ?). 

50 to 70 

236 Italian States; Naples; 1858 1g, 2g (3), 5c (1 normal, 1 partly doubled print, and 1 with 

double print), 20g, and 50g (heavily creased). Generally decent sound used, sold "as 

is". 

100 to 200 

237 Italian States; Neapolitan States; 1861 seln. on page comprising ½t unu, 1g u., 2g u. 

(2), 5g u. (2), 20g unu, and a pair of 2g m.m. without heads. Sold "as is". 

40 to 70 

238 Italian States; Papal States; 1852-70 m. & u. seln. of two pages, the earlier issues 

probbaly mainly genuine but sold "as is". Includes 1852-64 1b used vertical strip of 

five. (48) 

100 to 200 

239 Italian States; Papal States; 1854-70 four covers - {a} 1854 large piece with 6b, {b} 

1860 cover to Rome with 2b, single-line "CEPRANO", {c}, 1860 cover to Rome with 

2b, and {d} 1870 entire to Rome with 10c. 

50 to 100 

240 Italian States; Sardinia; 1855-63 seln. of 7 m./unu., and 18 used. Fair to fine (mainly 

sound), not all guaranteed. 

50 to 100 

241 Italian States; Sardinia; 1862-63 three covers - one with 20c, one with 5c and 10c 

(tone spots), and one with two of 10c (some toning). 

40 to 70 

242 Italian States; Sicily; 1859 1g, 2g (3), 10g, and 20g, mainly sound. 50 to 70 

243 Italian States; Tuscany; used selection on two pages comprising 1851-52 1c (4), 2c 

(4), 4c (3), 6c (3), 9c (3), 1857-59 1c, 2c, 4c, 6c (2), and 1860 1c (2), 5c (2), 10c (5), 

20c (5), 40c (2), and 80c. All sold "as is" - appear to be mainly genuine, and the 

condition mixed from poor to fine. 

200 to 400 

244 Italian States; Tuscany; 1851-52 set (9) in colours approximately as issued, each on 

thin gummed card. Stated on page to be proofs, but may be some form of reprint or 

reproduction. Mainly fine. 

20 to 60 

245 Italy; 1862-1929 m. & u. colln. on pages, from 1862 20c, 40c, and 80c m.m. ("as is"), 

1863 15c m.m., and another of same with head doubled ("as is"), 1863-65 u. values to 

60c, 2l, 1878 2c on officials set (8) u., 1889 5l m.m., 1890 surch on parcel stamps set 

(6) u., 1891-97 5l u., 1910 (April) Plebiscite set (2) in u. pairs, 1910 (Nov.) Plebiscite 

set (2) m.m., 1911 Kingdom set (4) m.m., 1922 Mazzini set (3) m.m., 1923 March set 

(6) m.m., plus some "back of the book" and Colonies. (c.280) 

120 to 200 

246 Italy; 1863-1962 m. & u. colln. in album - good general collection with a number of 

better e.g. 1932 Fascist March short set to 2L75 u. (£120+), 1933 Holy Year 2L55 f.u. 

(£225, cancel not guaranteed), 1934 Fiume AIR Express set (3) f.u. (£86), 1948 

150 to 260 
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Catherine set (6) l.m.m. (£225), Revolution set (12) l.m.m. (cat.£500 for u.m.), 1949 

Art Exhibition set (4) l.m.m. (£120), UPU l.m.m. (£110), Roman Republic f.u. (£140), 

1950 Tobacco set (3) l.m.m. (£120), Occupations set (19) l.m.m. (£275), 1951 Milan 

Fair set (2) l.m.m. (£142), etc. (c.800) 

247 Italy; 1878 2c surcharge on Official 20c, with the surcharge inverted, good used, 

centred to lower-right, couple of short perfs, and some perfs at right cut. SG 25a, 

cat.£1,000. Chiavarello certificate (1993) states genuine. 

50 to 80 

248 Italy; 1924-25 stamps with attached adverts complete set of 19 different, plus the 

unissued Express 60c, all used. Some are attractive v.f.u., others more heavily 

cancelled, most are fine but a few faults (15c Campari thinned, 25c Abrador blunt 

corner, 50c Coen toned). Issued items are SG 171a-171s, cat.£4,688., Express stamp is 

Michel 160/R13. 

200 to 400 

249 Italy; 1924-25 stamps with adverts attached, m. & u. seln. on two pages with slight 

duplication. Includes 15c Columbia m.m., 50c Coen fourblock, 50c Tantal g.u., 1l 

Columbia g.u. (2, both with short corners). Total cat. c.£3,000. (22 items) 

100 to 200 

250 Italy; 1932 postcard by airmail within Italy, franked by 1932 Garibaldi air express 

2L25 + 1L. 

15 to 24 

251 Italy; 1933 express registered cover to Vienna franked by 1932 Garibaldi air express 

2l25 +1l and 4l50 + 1l50 (one etiquette overlaps corner of first stamp). 

20 to 40 

252 Italy; 1944-45 small study comprising covers showing different stamp usages during 

Allied advance through Italy. (12 items) 

20 to 40 

253 Jamaica; 1870-1952 m. & u. colln. on three pages with QV values to 1883-97 5/- 

m.m., 1912-20 2/-, 5/- m.m., 1921-29 3/-, 10/- m.m., 1938-52 £1 m.m., etc. S.t.c.£600. 

(98) 

40 to 60 

254 Jamaica; 1883-1904 m.m. selection in poor to fine condition. S.t.c.£275. (23) 20 to 30 

255 Kenya, Uganda, and Tanganyika; 1938-54 seln. of nine odd defins m.m./l.m.m. 

Comprises perf.14 20c, 30c, 2/-, 5/- and 10/-, perf.13¼ 15c, 20c, 30c, 50c. S.t.c.£547. 

40 to 70 

256 Korea; South Korea; bundle of items as distributed to delegates at 1999 UPU 

Congress in Beijing, inc. year books for 1995 and 1996 (2). (7 items) 

15 to 30 

257 Lesotho; 1977-81 range of commem sets mainly in gutter blocks, some smaller 

blocks, in quantities from 6 to 40 sets, plus a few m.s. and a few c.t.o. Cat.£300. 

20 to 40 

258 Lesotho; 1983 Rock Paintings m.s. in imperf. progressive proof of 6 sheets. Also 1984 

Mail Coaches 30c value progressive proofs in 8 horiz. pairs. 

10 to 20 

259 Liberia; 1880-1928 mainly used colln. on pages. (124) 10 to 20 

260 Liberia; 1958 President Tubman’s European Tour selection of mainly plate proofs of 

various values – some of frame only (some different colours), some also with flag, and 

one with unfinished frame design. (14) 

50 to 100 

261 Liechtenstein; 1912-57 used selection on two stockleaves of selected items, inc. 1912-

16 25h, 1932 Youth 30r, 1933 80th Birthday 20r, 1936 Hindenburg 1f (on small 

piece), etc. Cat.£566. (50) 

60 to 100 

262 Malaya; Malayan Postal Union; 1936-38 12c, and 1945-49 9c, each in u.m. fourblock. 

SG D5, D11, cat.£348. 

50 to 80 

263 Malta; 1863-1973 stockleaves and album pages with m. & u. inc. three “A25” cancels 

on UK. Some duplication. (100s) 

40 to 80 

264 Mauritius; 1921-34 10r v.f.u., SG 241 cat.£375. 60 to 110 

265 Mauritius; engraved forgery of 1848-59 "POST PAID" 1d used. Small thin. 20 to 40 

266 Monaco; 1974-76 u.m. collection on pages, s.t.c.£450. (85, 3 m.s.) 30 to 60 

267 Morocco; 1891-c.1970s mint & used in stockbook - a good general coverage with 

numerous better e.g. 1891-1900 values to 50c u., 1902-10 m. & u. odds to 25c, 1939-

42 better odds m. & u., 1947-54 set almost complete both m. & u., good run about 

1952-55, etc. (c.860, 1 m.m., 5 covers) 

80 to 120 

268 Morocco; selection of mainly m.m. locals on page. (21) 10 to 30 
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269 Morocco Agencies; Spanish Currency; 1937-52 40c - ten u.m. examples (2 poorer). 

SG 169, cat.£40 each = £400. 

20 to 30 

270 Netherlands; 1852-1927 mainly used on old pages inc. 1852-63 10c (2), 1872-91 2g50 

(faulty), 1891-94 50c, 1g, 1893-98 50c, 1g, 1913 Independence 5g (poor), 1926 Child 

Welfare set (4) with interrupted perfs, etc. (c.170) Also Netherlands Indies (27). 

40 to 60 

271 Netherlands; printed album pages in three binders, 1921-2005 mostly used part 

sets/odds with just a few mint. Also another binder of used, and a 2003 catalogue 

which has stamps between some pages. (Many 100s) 

40 to 70 

272 New Zealand; 1864-71 2d blue plate II fine mint horizontal pair, quite well centred 

and with one blunt perf at lower-left. Attractive pair with fresh colour, good full gum 

lightly hinged, light tone spot on right stamp (just visible from front). SG 115, 

cat.£250 each = £500. 

50 to 80 

273 New Zealand; 1902 5/- deep red fine used, centred low, nice appearance. SG 329 

cat.£300. 

30 to 60 

274 New Zealand; 1920-81 m.m. (mainly l.m.m.) collection on pages of commemoratives 

(possibly complete), Health issues (possibly complete inc. miniature sheets, but 

excluding 1931), and Airmails (inc. 1931-35 3d perf.14x15, but this with part gum and 

some bends). 

60 to 120 

275 New Zealand; 1983-2004 seln. of all-different u.m. sets. Cat.£502. (c.660) 60 to 90 

276 New Zealand; thousands of mainly 1980s-90s used sorted into packets, in box. 15 to 30 

277 North Borneo; 1918 (Aug.) Red Cross 2c on 2c opt. (lines 13mm and 14mm apart) in 

u.m. fourblock. SG 227 cat.£220. 

40 to 60 

278 Norway; 1856-1987 largely used collection in large stockbook. Some earlier but these 

in very mixed condition, much more depth from about 1940 onwards. Moderate 

duplication (sometimes mint and used of same). (c.1,500, a few covers and locals) 

60 to 100 

279 Norway; 1856-1943 small mainly used lot on four old pages. Includes 1856-60 Oscar 

3sk-8sk mixed u., various Posthorns, etc. (100+) 

30 to 50 

280 Norway; used range of Posthorns on a few pages with shades, printings, minor 

varieties, etc. Also a few numeral and military postmarks on later issues. (100s) 

30 to 60 

281 Poland; 1919-20 range of issues for Northern and Southern Poland comprising 

Austrian currency set (12 +12) f.u., Polish currency set (12 + 12) f.u., Philatelic 

Exhibition set (5 + 5) f.u., and Parliament set (7) f.u. (and 15f imperf unu.). (68) 

24 to 35 

282 Poland; Local Issues; 1917-18 useful selection on old pages, almost entirely unused, 

of Przedbórz (36), Lubomi (6, inc. two with inverted frames), Miejska (16), 

Wloclawek (9), and Zarki (18). 

70 to 90 

283 Portugal; 1960-70 range on stockleaf of mainly fine u.m. sets, some in pairs. 

S.t.c.£600. (150+) 

30 to 60 

284 Rhodesia; 1913-19 Admiral issues – a packet of c.360 used stamps on small piece or 

loose, often in pairs, mainly ½d and 1d with some higher. Salisbury cancels 

predominate, but some dozens of Penhalonga also seen. 

60 to 100 

285 Seychelles; 1890-1949 mainly m.m. colln. on a few pages comprising QV (22), KE7 

(14), KG5 (34), and KG6 (35). S.t.c.£700. 

60 to 100 

286 Sierra Leone; 1972-78 defins u.m. stock comprising 609 each of 7c, 10c, 15c, 18c, 

264 each of 4c, 25c, 20 each of 20c, 50c, 29 each of 1l, 2l, all in blocks. Total 

cat.£806. 

26 to 45 

287 Solomon Islands; 1985-2002 seln. of 34 different miniature sheets f.u. (c.t.o.), 

s.t.c.£155. 

15 to 30 

288 South Africa; Cape of Good Hope; mainly used range on four pages with a dozen 

triangulars (3 x 1d, 3 x 4d, 2 x 6d, 2 x 1/-, plus very poor woodblock 1d, and fair 

sound woodblock 4d), and 64 later. 

100 to 200 

289 South Africa; Cape of Good Hope; Mafeking; 1900 6d on 2d f.u. on piece. SG 13 

cat.£100. 

20 to 30 

290 South Africa; 1910-c.2000 m. & u. colln. on stockleaves with various 1913-24 to 1/- 70 to 100 
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(this with invtd. wmk.) m., 10/- u., 1925 Air 9d m.m., 9d u. (trimmed perfs at top), 

decent seln. of 1926-54 defins with pairs (inc. 1930-44 6d pair with upright wmk. 

l.m.m.), 1941-46 various War Effort singles/pairs/blocks, 1949 UPU 3d single u. with 

"serif on C" variety, some postage dues and officials, etc. (c.900) 

291 South Africa; 1930-44 3d blue u.m. pair with "window variety". SG 45d cat.£110. 24 to 40 

292 South West Africa; early to modern (i.e. just a few Namibia) on stockleaves (165, 1 

cover) 

15 to 26 

293 Spain; 1856-1992 used colln. in Schaubek printed album, with little after 1988. Some 

dupl. of defins. (c.2,600) 

30 to 50 

294 Sweden; 1855-1970 m. & u. colln. in album with decent general range plus a number 

of better e.g. 1855 4sk (2), 1858-72 used 5ø (2), 12ø (9), 24ø (1), 30ø (4), 50ø (2), 

1903 GPO 5kr u. (2), 1932 Gustavus Adolphus set (6) m.m., both 1924 UPU sets used 

(mainly good/fine), 1935 Parliament set (9) m.m., etc. (100s) 

220 to 400 

295 Sweden; 1855-58 4sk.bco., 6sk.bco. (2), 8 sk.bco., and 24 sk.bco., all used, all but the 

4s in horrendous condition. Cat.£5,000+ 

30 to 50 

296 Sweden; 1858-1936 mainly used on pages, with 1858-72 Arms set (6), 1872-79 values 

to 1r in both perfs, most of 1916 Landstorm issue, etc. Mixed condition but many fine. 

(c.280) 

90 to 160 

297 Sweden; 1960-88 loose collection of FDCs in box (plus a few earlier), mainly 

unaddressed, light dupl. in places. (c.210) 

20 to 40 

298 Switzerland; 1852-1939 mainly used on old pages with 1852 Rayon II 15r fair u., 

1854-62 imperf Seated Helvetias (11, inc. 40r and 1f sound u.), a 50r blue essay of 

head in frame similar to Standing Helvetias, a few early Pro Juventutes, several 

International Organisation issues, and a few locals. (c.320) 

80 to 150 

299 Switzerland; wholesale lot of 1924 UPU issue used (generally fine/very fine) 

comprising 374 of 20c value (cat.£2.50 each = £935) and 590 of 30c value (cat.£9 

each = £5,310). SG 333-4, total cat.£6,245 (start price less that 1% of this). 

50 to 100 

300 Switzerland; packet of charity stamps used on piece. (c.500) 10 to 20 

301 Thailand; 1883-1910 mainly used on three pages inc. 1883-85 1 solot m.m. (2 shades), 

1 salung f.u., 1889 handstamped 1a on 1s m.m., various other surcharges, etc. (c.100) 

30 to 50 

302 Tristan da Cunha; 1930s-1972 mostly used colln. with UK 1937 Coronation 1½d 

cancelled Tristan type VII cachet, then 1954 set m.m., 1960 set both m.m. & f.u., 1961 

set both m.m. & f.u., etc. (c.100) 

40 to 75 

303 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; mainly c.1940s selection on two stockleaves, 

usually with several of each stamp, mainly u.m. S.t.c.£530. (c.125) 

30 to 50 

304 United Nations; Vienna; 1973-93 (and a few later) collection in six Lindner albums. 60 to 100 

305 Yugoslavia; 1950s-70s mint (mostly u.m.) range on stockleaves. (c.500) 26 to 50 

306 United Kingdom; 1840 Penny Blacks (2) - TH (3 margin, red MC, crease), and PH 

(3½ narrower margins, red MC, discolouration at edges) - and 1840 Twopence Blue 

ED (4 margin, thin at top). 

80 to 120 

307 UK; 1840 Penny Black HJ plate 1A fine used with light red MC, 4 margins (good at 

top and right, narrower at left and foot). 

60 to 100 

308 UK; 1840 Penny Black FE plate 5, four margins (close to good) with slightly smudged 

MC cancel. The Maltese Cross is struck in a dark red/brown/purple ink. Vertical filing 

crease through stamp. Sold "as is". 

30 to 150 

309 UK; 1840 Penny Black TG plate 7 fine used with black MC, 4 margins. 50 to 80 

310 U.K.; 1840 Penny Black QK, plate 9 or 10, 3½ margins (narrow to medium), black 

MC, horizontal crease. 

20 to 35 

311 UK; 1840 Twopence Blue BJ fine used with strong black MC, four good margins. 80 to 140 

312 UK; 1864-79 Penny Red Plates all with c.d.s. cancels, mainly fair to fine, some 

toning. (85) 

40 to 70 

313 UK; 1864-79 Penny Red Plates collection of 148 different (missing 77, 157, 219, and 80 to 120 
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225) used on pages, mainly sound/average condition, some better, some worse. 

314 UK; 1855-83 used selection of surface-printed on stockleaf, generally decent 

sound/average quality. S.t.c.£5,000. (48) 

75 to 100 

315 UK; 1862-80 nearly all-different (inc. plate nos.) on stockleaf, surface-printed plus a 

few ½d plates, mainly good/sound/average used. S.t.c.£4,000+ (39) 

65 to 90 

316 UK; 1865-67 6d plate 5 (11), plate 6 (5), 1867-80 6d plate 6 (4), plate 8 (9), and plate 

9 (5), all used, generally sound. Cat.£4,700. 

120 to 160 

317 UK; 1867-80 2/- brown used. Basically sound with moderate "498" numeral cancel, 

but has "J.B/&B" perfin, and very slightly trimmed perforations at top. SG 121 

cat.£4,250. 

100 to 200 

318 UK; 1867-83 wmk. Maltese Cross 5/- rose good sound used. Well centred, good perfs 

and colour, moderate barred-oval cancel. SG 126 cat.£675. 

40 to 70 

319 UK; 1867-83 wmk. Maltese Cross 10/- spacefiller used. Heavily repaired at lower-

right corner, creases at lower-left, etc. SG 128 cat.£3,200. 

40 to 100 

320 UK; 1867-83 wmk. Maltese Cross £1 good sound used. Centred to left and slightly 

low, reasonable perfs though slightly trimmed at top, slightly smudged bar cancel. SG 

129 cat.£4,500. 

200 to 300 

321 UK; 1867-83 £5 orange used. Centred just a little low, with fairly central Glasgow 

c.d.s. Has been diagonally creased, flattened, and rubbed along that line (also to 

remove crayon line) causing some loss of colour. SG 137 cat.£3,500. 

300 to 400 

322 UK; 1873-84 used on stockleaf, virtually all-different (inc. plate nos.), mainly 

sound/average grade. S.t.c.£4,500. (40) 

70 to 90 

323 UK; 1880-81 1d Venetian Red - 126 used examples arranged on pages by corner 

letters (upper-left corner letter A to L). Mainly fair to fine. SG 166 cat.£15 each = 

£1,890. 

30 to 60 

324 UK; 1881 Penny Lilac massive accumulation of c.28,000 stamps (estimated by 

weighing sample 100 - total weight c.2.25kg) in bags. All grades present, from poor to 

fine, largely with some backing paper. We believe this lot has been picked over for 

{a} perfins and {b} squared circle cancels, but not for anything else. Postmarks are 

mainly Scottish. A few "strangers" included (i.e. other than 1d lilacs). 

100 to 200 

325 UK; 1883-84 "Lilac & Green" 2½d - 42 used examples fair to fine used on page. SG 

190, cat.£20 each = £840. 

20 to 35 

326 UK; 1883-84 4d dull green fine used in close to its original colour, with Buckhurst 

Hill c.d.s. Some paper remains on reverse (these usually get their colour washed when 

soaked). SG 192 cat.£210. 

26 to 50 

327 UK; 1884 wmk. Three Crowns £1 brown-lilac spacefiller used. Stamp has been torn in 

two and is held together by stamp hinges. Also fairly heavy cancel etc. SG 185 

cat.£3,000. 

30 to 80 

328 UK; 1902-13 KE7 £1 good used with a few slightly short perfs, indistinct cancel. SG 

266/320 cat.£750. 

70 to 100 

329 UK; 1911-12 Downey Head wmk. Imperial Crown ½d green attractive mint block of 

54 (9 x 6). Nine stamps have hinges (either for attaching to page, or to strengthen 

perfs between stamps), others all u.m. SG 322. Cat.£10 u.m., £4 m.m. = £486. 

80 to 120 

330 UK; 1911-12 Downey Head wmk. Imperial Crown 1d carmine-red attractive mint 

block of 24 (12 x 2) from top of pane. Stamps u.m., hinged on margins. SG 327. 

Cat.£10 each = £240. 

35 to 60 

331 UK; 1913 Seahorses £1 used. Of reasonable appearance with Guernsey c.d.s., centred 

slightly high to left, and decent perfs, but a "bite" out of the stamp at lower left has 

been filled. SG 404 cat.£1,600. 

60 to 150 

332 UK; 1929 PUC set (4) in fourblocks with marginal control numbers, on large piece 

cancelled first day with North Shields c.d.s. 

30 to 50 

333 UK; 1929 PUC 1d with the “1829 for 1929, and closed loop on 2” variety unmounted 

mint but some light creasing and centred to right. SG Spec.NCom6f, cat.£425. 

26 to 50 
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334 UK; 1929 PUC £1 used. Quite decent appearance, and no serious faults, but a touch 

worn. SG 438 cat.£550. 

100 to 150 

335 UK; 1960-67 Wilding phosphor issue selection of values 1d to 1/- all in u.m. cylinder 

blocks of six, all-different. Total cat.£401. All fine but for one with toning (cat.£12). 

(32 blocks) 

40 to 75 

336 UK; Presentation Packs; 1964 Forth Road Bridge descriptive card only, with personal 

message handwritten on in ink, which was used as a note in a FDC (included). 

10 to 30 

337 UK; Presentation Packs; 1967 Year Pack bulk lot of 100, all very fine with original 

envelopes. 

40 to 60 

338 UK; Presentation Packs; 1972-77 selection of 31 different presentation cards as given 

to members of the Stamp Advisory Committee (each a white card printed 

“Commemorative Stamps” [or Pictorial/Definitive] with basic technical details, and 

hinged set of stamps), each card in plastic sleeve (presumably as issued, and 

sometimes causing some degradation of gold heads etc.). Scarce items. 

80 to 150 

339 UK; Presentation Packs; 1982-96 two binders of Harrison’s packs, each mounted on 

page. (c.100) 

60 to 150 

340 UK; Presentation Pack Collections; Year Books; 1996-2012 complete run (slipcases 

of 1996 and 2000 damaged). Face value c.£984. (17) 

500 to 600 

341 UK; Presentation Pack Collections; 2005-17 incomplete run of packs, plus couple of 

dupl. a few Post & Go, etc. Face value £914. 

450 to 550 

342 UK; Year Books; 2013 yearbook, face value £106. 50 to 70 

343 UK; Year Books; 2014 yearbook, face value £95. 50 to 70 

344 UK; Year Books; 2015 yearbook, face value £127. 60 to 80 

345 UK; Year Books; 2016 yearbook, face value £128. 60 to 80 

346 UK; Year Books; 2017 yearbook, face value £140. 60 to 90 

347 UK; Year Books; 2018 yearbook, face value £140. Also a 2019 yearbook without its 

stamps. 

70 to 90 

348 UK; First Day Covers; 1924 Wembley set (2) on front with Empire Exhibition 

machine cancel (23.4.24) (perf faults), 1936 KE8 first 3 values on large plain front (6-

blocks), 1940 Centenary set on illus FDC with London Red Cross special cancel 

(typed address), etc. 

20 to 40 

349 UK First Day Covers; 1929 PUC low values set (4) f.u. on plain cover, each stamp 

with South Shields c.d.s. 10 MY 29. Quite neat but a touch of toning round the edges 

and other slight marks, envelope tidily slit open at top. Cat.£675. 

70 to 120 

350 UK; First Day Cover Collections; 1952-2020 colln. in 21 albums. Up to 1987 is very 

mixed (mainly handwritten), then possibly a straight run of Bureau covers 1988-2020 

with alternative cancels. Also in 1997-2006 c.250 Benham and Westminster covers. 

(Total c.1,230) 

300 to 500 

351 UK; First Day Cover Collections; 1957-2007 colln. in eight mixed albums, 

handwritten covers earlier (with a few reasonable earlier illus. & typed), standard 

bureau from 1989 onwards. (100s) 

60 to 90 

352 UK; First Day Cover Collections; 1971-2004 in five assorted albums and loose, 

mostly hand-written to 1986, then typed, mostly Edinburgh FDI to 1982, then Bureau 

cancels. Covers in 2002-4 have special cancels. (c.410) 

30 to 60 

353 UK; Philatelic Numismatic Covers; collection of 40 covers in 3 albums, all with 

encapsulated commem £5 coins, all Westminster, a little dupl. 

200 to 300 

354 UK; PNCs; collection of 17 covers in album, all with encapsulated £2 coins, all 

Westminster, a little dupl. 

50 to 80 

355 UK; PNCs; collection of 22 covers in 2 albums, all with encapsulated commem £1 

coins, all Westminster, a little dupl. 

40 to 60 

356 UK; PNCs; collection of covers in 2 albums, all with encapsulated 50p (6), 25p (12), 

or sets (4), all Westminster, a little dupl. 

30 to 40 
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357 UK; PNCs; 1992-2006 (mainly 2000-06) mix of 34 Westminster covers, all with UK 

pre-decimal coins, some dupl. 

30 to 40 

358 UK; PNCs; an album of covers, all with encapsulated silver coins (all proof except 

first) - the coins comprising 1887 crown (cleaned), 2004 Library 50p, 1995 £1, 1997 

£1, 2000 £1, 2002 £1, 2003 £1 (2), 2002 Games £2 (N.Ireland), 2003 DNA £2, 2004 

Railway £2, and 1996 £5 crown. 

120 to 200 

359 Philatelic Numismatic Covers; UK; 2012 Olympic 50p Royal Mail/Royal Mint "Cover 

Collection" - each an Olympic 50p encapsulated in a card with matching design, 

stamp, and postmark. All v.f. condition, but the outer box marked. (30) 

240 to 350 

360 UK; PNCs; 2018-19 set of 14 different 50p Beatrix Potter designs, each in matching 

cover with matching stamp label. 

20 to 50 

361 UK; PNCs; 1994-2001 album of 23 different Royal Mail/Royal Mint PNCs. Face 

value of coins £36½. 

50 to 80 

362 UK; PNCs; 2003-09 album of 32 different Royal Mail/Royal Mint PNCs. Face value 

of coins £34. 

50 to 80 

363 UK; PNCs; 1995-2009 bundle of 19 different (and 1 dupl.) Royal Mail/Royal Mint 

PNCs. Face value of coins and note £88½. 

110 to 160 

364 UK; PNCs; 2010-15 box of 43 different Royal Mail/Royal Mint PNCs. Face value of 

coins £81½. 

120 to 240 

365 UK; PNCs; 2016-20 box of 38 different Royal Mail/Royal Mint PNCs. Face value of 

coins £82. 

120 to 200 

366 UK; PNCs; 2002 Commonwealth Games set of four £2 coins in Royal Mail/Royal 

Mint cover. 

90 to 120 

367 UK; PNCs; 2009 Kew Gardens 50p in Royal Mail/Royal Mint cover. 240 to 300 

368 UK; Covers; 1793 entire Manchester to Botzen (Bolanzo) Italy with excellent strike of 

Manchester horseshoe mark in black, also red PAID mark and various manuscript 

(inc. rate "3/-"). 

15 to 30 

369 UK; Covers and Postal History; 1794 entire Sheffield to Selkirk with fine strike of 

Sheffield horseshoe mark in red, ms "7". 

20 to 40 

370 UK; Covers; 1794-1838 range of mainly English postmarks on piece. (c.70 items) 

Also a few later similar, some Penny Reds with Irish numeral cancels (c.40), etc. 

40 to 70 

371 UK; Covers; 1797 entire Newcastle to Edinburgh with moderate strike of Newcastle 

horseshoe mark in black, manuscript "8", red Edinburgh Bishop mark on reverse. 

Letter states "We have Recd. Your Parcel Contg. £1700 at Your Credit". 

15 to 30 

372 UK; Covers and Postal History; 1838 entire within London headed "Her Majesty's 

Mint" and signed by William Wyon (whose portrait of Queen Voctoria on the City 

Medal was the model for the design of the Penny Black etc.). 

20 to 40 

373 UK; Covers and Postal History; 1840 (14 Aug.) Mulready 1d lettersheet, forme A250, 

used to New Galloway, red MC. Quite worn. Cat.£550. 

20 to 30 

374 UK; Covers and Postal History; collection of postmarks on stamp or piece, nearly all 

on QV line-engraved period. Includes MC cancels, full set of 12 different numerals in 

MC, 1841 penny red imperf with 1902 Cheltenham c.d.s., another with 1842 Honiton 

datestamp, mixed penny reds with numerals, duplexes, etc., NPB cancels, some pieces 

without adhesives, etc. Mainly England, some Scotland and Ireland. (c.360 items) 

150 to 300 

375 UK; Covers and Postal History; 1909-39 seln. of Philatelic Congress special cancels 

on piece (10 diff. + 3 dupl., and 2 labels) 

10 to 20 

376 UK; Covers and Postal History; 1911 two "First U.K. Aerial Post" items - brown 

postcard (Colman advert on reverse) with ½d stamp cancelled London/5 special 

handstamp, and dark brown envelope with 1d stamp cancelled London/3 special 

handstamp. Also unused printed lettersheet. All items with hinges attached and some 

wear and small faults. 

20 to 40 

377 UK; Airletters; bundle of mint, much is NVI, but includes earlier decimal and pre-

decimal. Also "Aerogrammes" by PR Adby. (c.190) 

20 to 40 
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378 UK; Covers; Rocket Mails; extensive accumulation of 1960s-80s souvenir covers, 

plus some labels etc. Mainly Leicester Space Society and Medway Rocket Group, 

(c.130) 

50 to 100 

379 UK; Scottish Covers and Postal History; 1776-1838 selection of covers mainly legal 

to, from, or within Edinburgh. Mixed markings and quality. (30) 

30 to 50 

380 Scottish Covers and Postal History; 1829 cover to Edinburgh with two-line 

"MUSSELBURGH/PENNY POST" (over join), oval 

"MUSSELBURGH/PAID/P.P.O.", strong strike of Edinburgh horseshoe "PENNY 

POST/PAID", plus Edinburgh "6 O'CLK P.M." datestamp, and red manuscript "2". 

15 to 24 

381 UK; Scottish Postal History; 1848-59 collection on pages of Scots Locals of Glasgow, 

used as cancels and as backstamps. Comprises St. Rollox (2), Queen Street (12), 

Sauchihall (3), Bridge Street (3), The Cross (2), Argyle Street (5), Hope Street (2), 

George Street (1, and 1 piece), Gordon Street (3). Includes a number of very good 

strikes. 

100 to 200 

382 UK; Scottish Postal History; five Penny Imperfs used late, with part cancels of Scots 

Locals - Glasgow's Crown Street, Gallowgate W.O., and Queen Street, and 

Edinburgh's Sandport Street and Duke St. Leith. 

50 to 80 

383 UK; Scottish Covers and Postal History; Penny Red Imperforate (slightly blued paper) 

(3 margins) fine used with fine part strike of NEILSTON Scots Local cancel type XX. 

Not recorded in Danzig & Golsmith's handbook. 

75 to 120 

384 UK; Scottish Covers and Postal History; two pages of Penny Red Stars, all with partial 

Scots Local cancels, mainly Edinburgh and Glasgow. (27) 

30 to 50 

385 UK; Postage Material; u.m. in five stockbooks, roughly 1973-81 commems in pairs or 

blocks (some gaps), 1982-99 commems almost complete in gutter pairs (no greetings 

or m.s.), and defins/country/high values of same period in singles/pairs/3-

strips/blocks. Total face about £700. 

300 to 400 

386 UK; Postage Material; packet of loose singles and blocks. Mixed periods, but about 

70% is in 1st and 2nd NVIs. Face value c.£600. 

300 to 400 

387 UK; Postage Material; cover album with mixed p.packs (inc. Castles h.vals.), PSBs, 

other booklets, m.s., etc. Mainly 1990s. Face value c.£475. 

240 to 280 

388 UK; Postage Material; 1971-99 u.m. commems in two stockbooks, probably almost 

complete excl. greetings and m.s. Face probably c.£230. 

100 to 140 

389 UK; Perfins; heavy carton containing some thousands of loose stamps of KE7 to KG6 

in tubs, a folder of Hospital/Medical perfins (c.180), large folder with copies of "B" 

listings with a few stamps present, bundle of "Perfin Society Bulletin", etc. 

80 to 200 

390 UK; Post Office Ephemera; black display cards as sent to Crown Post Offices 1983-87 

for sets of stamps (41), presentation packs (28), and for FDCs and p.packs together 

(30), etc. A few with marks. 

50 to 60 

391 U.K.; Cinderellas; post-WW1 Scottish National War Memorial sheets of 12 poster 

labels – “sheet 2” The Navy, “sheet 3” RAF and other Troops, and “sheet 4” The 

Women’s Services (this sheet sticking). 

13 to 24 

392 Islands; 1976-99 Europa and some other sheetlets for Guernsey (face c.£57), Jersey 

(c.£44), and Isle of Man (c.£46). 

30 to 50 

393 Islands; packet of c.500 pictorials used on piece. 6 to 15 

394 Jersey; 2004-2020 (part) colln. of illus. unaddressed FDCs in two albums and loose. 

(c.190) Also a few earlier. 

80 to 120 

395 Jersey; 1982-2016 collection of u.m. panes removed from prestige booklets, and 

miniature sheets, in album. Face value c.£280. (c.128 panes) 

60 to 80 

396 Jersey; 1958-80 colln. in Safe album, apparently complete u.m. inc. p.dues. 20 to 35 

397 UK Collections; 1982-84 and 1990-2020 u.m. collection in stockbooks and on 

stockcards, looking quite complete (posibly c.95% ?) in commems, defins, country, 

high values, and m.s. (where different), but less well orgainised later. In 2019-20 often 

two of each. Total face value estimated c.£2,350. 

1100 to 1500 
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398 UK Collections; a very useful mixed box – some in good order, some less organised, 

mainly in four albums. Among a wide range of varied material are; three used penny 

blacks (poor/fair), lots of penny reds, some surface-printed, QV kept for postmarks, 

1887-1900 Jubilee set (14) l.m.m./m.m., KE7 mint odds to 1/- and used to 10/-, good 

range of mint KG5 inc. seahorses (faults), 1911-12 good range of ½d and 1d values 

sorted by wmk./dies/shades, other medium value defins, QE with better Wildings and 

phosphor commems, some perfins, etc. (1,000s) 

400 to 700 

399 UK Collections and Mixed Lots; 1841-1999 mainly used colln. in album with 1847-54 

Embossed set (3) cut "square" (fair/average), small range of line-engraved, reasonable 

couple of pages of surface-printed, later QV inc. 1883-84 high values set (3) fair u., 

"Lilac & Green" set (10) av.u., 1887-92 £1 green poor u., KE7 values to 10/-, KG5 

with Seahorses and Wembleys, KG6 with high values, and so on. (100s) 

140 to 260 

400 UK Collections; 1840-1979 m. & u. collection in Windsor album. Starts with 1840 

Penny Black (fine, red MC, 2½ margins), 1840 Twopence Blue (sound heavy black 

MC, 4 narrow to medium margins), mixed range of used Penny Plates (inc.224), 1847-

54 Embossed 6d f.u., 1951 high values set m.m. (4, 10/- creased), 1955-58 Waterlow 

Castles 5/- to £1 m.m., and little value later. 

160 to 240 

401 UK Collections and Mixed Lots; 1858-1951 mint and used colln. in album inc. 1887-

1900 Jubilee set m.m. (missing 1/- green, but extra 1/- green & red), KE7 set m.m. 

(missing ½d blue-green, 1/- faulty, 5/- g.u., KG5/KG6 high values used, etc. (c.125) 

100 to 200 

402 UK; Collections and Mixed Lots; 1911-70 mint and used colln. in album with some 

better values (inc. both Wembley sets m.m., a few used KG5 Seahorses, 1951 high 

vals. set l.m.m., 1955-58 Waterlow Castles set l.m.m.), many later l.m.m. sets. (100s) 

100 to 150 

403 UK Collections and Mixed Lots; 1840-1979 used colln. in SG printed album starting 

with 2-margin penny black, then a few other QV to 5/- (perfin), some high values in 

KE7/KG5/KG6, fair range of QE inc. many sets. (100s) 

50 to 90 

404 UK Collections and Mixed Lots; 1935-69 u.m. commems in blocks of various sizes 

(mostly 6 to 12 but some larger), also some defin blocks. (100s of stamps). Includes 

1935 Jubilees, various earlier 1960s that make up sets. In old plastic pages, which will 

have attacked some inks/gold heads etc. 

50 to 90 

405 UK Collections and Mixed Lots; 1939-72 mint colln. in stockbook, with 1939-48 high 

values set (missing 10/- dark blue) l.m.m./m.m., 1951 high values set (missing 2/6) 

l.m.m./u.m., some QE commem sets in u.m. blocks, etc. (100s) 

40 to 70 

406 UK Collections; 1841-c.1990 m. & u. colln. in three binders and a stockbook, with a 

few QV 1841 1d reds and 2d blues, other bits of QV, ranges of used with dupl., some 

postmarks, and inc. Channel Is./IoM. 

40 to 60 

407 UK Collections; Westminster "The Great Britain Collection" comprising four binders 

of printed pages, with all manner of areas covered, many slightly unusual but 

generally of quite low value. Includes (in no order) strike post, Channel Is. 

Occupation, FDCs, telegrams, postal stationery, drift card, framas, black prints, QV 

stamps and covers, various labels, essays, railway parcel stamps, etc. (c.100 items) 

60 to 100 

408 UK; Mixed Lots; 1929-70 bulk lot in packets, mainly fine u.m., and mainly in 

blocks/multiples. (100s) 

30 to 40 

409 UK Mixed Lots; 1990 “Double Head” kiloware - box of used on paper, apparently as 

collected at the time, so still inc. booklet stamps/different printings. Approx. 1.3kg net 

(many 100s) 
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NORMAL BIDDING STEPS 

Up to £20, bids are in £1 steps.                From £20 to £30, bids are in £2 steps. 

From £30 to £50, bids are in £2 or £3 steps (i.e. £30, £32, £35, £38, £40, £42, £45, £48, £50). 

From £50 to £100 in £5 steps.                           From £100 to £200, bids are in £10 steps. 

Then £220, £240, £260, £280, £300, £320, £350, £380, £400, £420, £450, £480, £500, £550, £600, £650, 

£700, £750, £800, £850, £900, £950, £1,000, £1,100, £1,200, etc., and above this in 5% to 10% steps. 
 

TIMED AUCTION 
One week after this live sale, we have a Timed “Collectors’ Auction”, with the lots ending 

at 30 second intervals from 1:00pm onwards on Monday 22nd March. There is no printed 

catalogue for this auction of 1,000+ lots, all the action taking place online. A separate 

leaflet about this accompanies this catalogue. 

 

FUTURE AUCTIONS 

We will take stock again after these two auctions, but our general plan is to have auctions 

about every three months. Please get in touch if you have material you would like to include 

for sale. Regulations presently make it not permissible for us to have in-person 

consultations with vendors, but hopefully restrictions will start to loosen over the coming 

months. Please do not ask us to bend the regulations – we will always lean to the side of 

caution. 
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